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THE RETURN OF UNCLE SAM TO CUBA
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Placed In Control of Bureau
of Immigration In Commerce
and Labor Department

1

ANARCHIST ORPOLYGAKiST
CANNOT

SAILORS FROM

THE CRUISER DENVER MARCHING THROUGH HAVANA STREETS
CAMPING POSITION NEAR PRESIDENT PALMA'S PALACE.

TAKE UP

TO

BECOME CITIZEN

Neither Can One Who Can Not
Speak and Write the
' English Language.

A

Washington. D. C, Sept. 17. The
new law passed by congress during

CUBA'S SHIPLOAD OF
WHERE. THE DENVER'S CREW IS CAMPED IN HAVANA PRESIDENT PALMA'S PALACE
LEFT, AND CUBAN SENATE BUILDING IN THE BACKGROUND.

S

HEARSTO

TROPIC

mm

SO QUIET AS

GULF COAST

STATEMENT

T

Concerning the Democratic Roaches From Down In MexNomination But Speaks at
ico As Far North As
Ploughhcepsle Today.
Macon. Ga.
JEROME INTENDS TO KEEP

DAMAGE

UP HIS FIGHT ON HEARST

Palma Government Charged
With Duplicity. Rebei Claim

Americans Cajoling.

IK RICE FIELDS

NEW ORLEANS

THE

CUBA IS NOT

SWEEPS OVER

MADE A

ON

TAFT

IS FLOODED

READyTfKECESS ARY

PROCLAIM jELF GOVERNOR

President Will Take No Part In Wires Down Through Vast Section Congress Meets In That Island
Tomorrow When CrlclsMay
New York Campaign For Govand But Little News Can
Be Reached.
Necessary.
ernor Unless
Be Secured.
New York, Si'pt. 27. William R.
Louisville, Sic.pt. 27. A culf storm,
Hear&t bud nothing to say today con- which began to show force last night,
democerning his nomination by tho
des'royed all tiirc connections to
cratic slat convention yesterday. He has
will deliver a speech at tho county Mobile and New Orleans. Tho storm
appears to be going toward Montgomfair at Pougkeepsio this afternoon.
ery, Ala., and westernward to tho MisPOSSIBLE THAT THIRD
sissippi. Water is reported to bo four
TICKET PUT IN FIELD
leet deep on tho streets of Mess
Buffalo, Sept. 27. The democrat
I'oint, Miss. A high wind Is blowing
Readers showed no disposition w ter from the gulf. At 2:30 o'clock
today to comment upon the ticket
morning communication was renamed last night or upon the pro- this
for a moment with Mobile,
ceedings of the convention. District sided
reported the gale blowing wlt'o
Attorney Jerome said that a confer- which falling
torrents and the barodelegates rain falling inrapidly.
ence of the
No communicameter
of
again
soon
call
the
at
would meet
New Orleans since midfrom
tions
Now
M.
Shepanl
of
Chairman Kdward
night. Last word beliu that one
York. ..The possibility of a third
was damaged somewhat by the
lielng
genIn
placed
the Held is
ticket
wind and a sudden raise of four feet
upon
liecauue of the in
erally commented
lake Ponehatrain.
bitter character of soma of the
speeches delivered In the convention WIRES DOWN IN GULF
when friends of Representative Sulz-e- r
SECTION OF THE SOUTH
resorted to denunciation of Hearst,
Washington. Sept. 27. The weather
v
bureau mday reported that tropical
LIST OF NOMINATIONS
disturbances reached Mississippi and
MADE BY CONVENTION
N(uthi astern Louisiana this morning
Buffalo. Sept. 27. The nominees of as a storm of great severity. ItuHrt
tho democratic conventhm are:
trom Mobile and Pensacola missing by
Governor William H. Hcarsi.
reason of general prostration of wires.
Lieutenant governor I.. S. Chanter. Hish wind and rain prevail over Alaa.
Secretary of state J. S. Whalen.
bama, Mississippi and southern
Treasurer Julius Mauser.
The tropical disturbance will
Comptroller M. H. Gljnn.
probably move northward during the
Engineer F. W. Skene.
next tw nty lour hours and cause genAttorney" general W. S. Jackson.
ual rains in eastern Mississippi and
The nomination of Hearst was made sou hem Ohio, attended by high
at 2 o'clock this morning. The vote winds.
was: Hearst 3os, Sul.er 124. Dix 17.
Hearst, Chanter and Whalen are on PART OF NEW ORLEANS
the Independence league ticket.
IS UNDER WATER
New Orleans. Sept. 27. For more
BRYAN SPENT STRENUOUS
DAY IN INDIAN TERRITORY than twelve hours a tropical hurricann
been blowing at a sped varying
Vinita, I. T.. Sept. 27. William J. ti:is
mm ;(," tn tin miles an hour. Wires
Itiyan" spent a strcniioii:i day In the are all down between here and the
territory, speaking lure and at other Gulf of Mexico points, wb-- re
the
points. Ilryan finished speaking to a storm i.; reported to navv struck the
crowd from the rear of his car at hem-'estare reported on
VUishoutH
Muskogee a;
o'clock this morning. all railroads. The damage thus tar
At 7:3'i o'clock this morning he was is confined mostly to havoc of the ti'le
escorted by loo horsemen to a grove ,lriv(. ,,,)n lhH Kif
to unusual
near
lnita. where he upoke for an luiphis At the nnuth of the Missis-hou- r
to a large crowd anud much en- - sjppj pilots are com p lied to abandon
thuslHsm.
,n,,jr tWSi vessels are ilding in open
'
gulf; none have attempted to enter
ice
PRESIDENT MUCH PLEASED
the river since Tuesday night.
AT NOMINATION OF HUGHES fields an considerably
The
Oyster Bay, Sept. 27. If present damage to the city Is small.
plans ar carried out President Jtoos- T.uit part of New Orleans bet ween
evelt will tak no part in tho New Lake Galve. and I'rsiilitie streets is
gubernatorial
York
campaign this under a few inches of water. At noon
year. While he was greatly uleased there was no indications of abire- Protracted tieiay
of Charles
R. mertt of the storm.
with the selection
news f:om towns along the guit
Hughes as the head of the republican
action of l'oast aroused apprehension.
ticket Ms comment on
the convention for the time being at
Prevail in Mexico With Force.
least will be confined to a telegram
Mexico
City, Sept. 27. Recent
of congratulation which he seut that
heavy rains have caused nincli damcandidate last night.
age. crops in vast portions of th" counKurtz and Miss Kurtz try. Hains on the Pacific slope have
Mrs. C.
left las' nUht for their home in Co- been unusually torrential ami raillumbus, O. For several months the) road work has been temporarily
checked.
have been gues s of the Alvarado.
antl-llear-

Havana, Sept.' 27. In spite of the
of conciliation in which both
moderate and liberal leaders appeared before
the commissioners last
night, Secretary of War Taft and Assistant Secretary of State Dacon today received a confidential report
that the government officials are act
ing unfairly and have no Intention to
promote a compromise along the
lines suggested iu Tuffs proposals to
President Palma. The commissioners
feel that the crisis will be preclpi'at-o- d
on the convening of the Cuban
congress tomorrow, and are preparing to take hold then if necessary.
Should the landing of American
forces be required Secretary Taft will
take over the government instantly.
Ho has received authority from President Roosevelt to take this extreme
step, in which event he will proclaim
himself governor.
Brigadier General Funston arrived
here today on the steamer Olivette.
He refused to discuss his mission or
prospects of American intervention.
The general, who was greeted bv tho
secretary of the American legation,
will remain on board the steamer
until later iu the day.
Views of Liberal Party.
A protruded meeting of the national liberal party of which Governor
Nuez Is leader, adjourned early this
morning, after deciding to take part
In the meeting of the moderates this
afternoon. Nuez said today that he
did not believe any settlement could
be readied by the American commissioners, who were merely cajoling
the Cubans. The shipping of American troops to Cuba, according to Governor N'.icz. could only mean intervention.
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PIKE DAY GREETED
LOWERING

pet-son-

"There li no way of bringing about lasting peace.
If the fellows now In office, or a large proportion of
them, should be thrown out, they would be In the woods
nsldo of six mouths."
Another veteran said that no agitator could ever
suffer for want of a following. Tho long struggle for
freedom developed a great number of unselfish soldiers
ud some who would rather fight.' for pay than work.
The latter are ready ut any time to follow a leader who
jan pay or show good prospects.
Then there Is a class of confiding ones, as In all
countries, who believe all they're told in tho way of
glowing promises. If Jose's cow dies he is told the
government la to blame and he can collect If he will
join iu the uprising.
If a inert gage is about to bo foreclosed on Miguel,
he la Invited to help form a new government that will
cancel tbo claim. A lot of men are convinced that the
uprising is for the good of the people and so they join.
There are in thu Borvlce on both sides soldiers of fortune to whom peace Is in no way a boon.
If the foregoing wero not sufficient to insure revolutions,' probably American and other foreign corpora
tlons would supply the deficiency. The sugar and.to-hncand fruit growers, the railroads and, the steamship
iinu. iliat woulj bo benefited, Onnexatlon woufd." ft I
believed, be able to stir up trouble at any time there
.
.
..
was money in it.
There are, of course, plenty of intelligent,. loyal, unselfish Cubans who resent American interference and
insist that tho Island people can solve all the problems
tviii fronting them.
If a small shipload of troublemakers could bo deported and deprived of communication with the island,
the native problem would bo solved, at least for years.
Even then the foreign commercial interests would renal a,
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Pike Monument Was Unveiled To Make a Free National Situated on the Rio Grande It
Was Entered by
Water Highway For Far
in the Antlers' Park at
Armed Force.
Eastern States.
Colorado Springs.
MAYOR. CHIEF OF POLICE
COMMISSION APPOINTED BY
REPUBLIC CITY. KANSAS.
AND TREASURER IN JAIL
PRESIDENT HOLDS MEETING
ALSO CELEBRATES PIKE

Philadelphia. Pa., Sept. 27. The
canal commission recently appointed
by President Koosovcll to consider
tho advisability of the government
purchasing the Chesapeake and Delaware canal and luakiug ll a free national waterway, met here today in
the Bourse, for the purpose of giving
Philadelphia commercial bodies ami
business men an opportunity to ex- resH their ideas on the stibiect. The
of Gen. Felix
commission cousin
of New York, chairman; Major
C. A. Flagler of the United States Kn- gin.er corns and F. T. Chambers of
tile I'ni ed States navy. Tliev will
fV,iiL.ri.uuit,..
uroba i v rem i n nere I ir k. vhii, i a vh
iVo.
Brooks, Governor Jesse McDonald a.id wifl hear a number of delegates
and Mayor Henry C. Hall of Colorado representing various commercial und
Industrial corporal ions and bodies.
Springs
.
If the government takes over the
.
AMERICAN OFFICERS ARE
Chesapeake
and Delaware canal,
ONE
HUNDRED
YEARS
IN
WASHINGTON
OPTIMISTIC
ls "ow a '"ivat" enterprise, It
THEREi"1'"
AGO
was
PlKP
Washington, Sepi. 27. The hope of
!Hl engln-er- s
,h"
at work
,
peace in Culm was revived among
epublie ( ity. Kas. Sept JS.-- llus
widen and lie-:the waterway,
the army and navy ofliccrs iu Washlittle city is celebrating
may lie at oniiuiiilu' cu.
the c nteii- - so that vessels
. .
.
ington by Havana dispatches an- nun tu .1...
.L. i.!ne Ciiiyiug out ot
ci'u- - ii iti .1.
inn ..i.ioni. ui II
uioiiKiit uiai
nouncing that Secretary Taft's plan Ion M. Pike, who uiMin his return this idea will give an immense Impel-frol rade.
of dealing with President Palma and
the discovery of Pike's Peak u to coast
other moderate leaders has caused raised Ihe American flag iu a Pawnee
While the avowed advintago to tie
ttiem to consider a meeting with the Indian village here. In l'jol the state derived Irom the I'nited Stales buy
Insurgents.
Many ofticers now say of Kansas erected a monument here ing the canal isiliat It will boom c unthey believe the I'nited States will to Lieutenant Pike and ii round this merce, the real reason is that it will
peace without shaft the celebration centers. Tie r provide for the navy an Inside coast be able to restore
sending a tingle American soldier to are 5,'iimi visitors In town and federal wise waterway, il the projected unM
Cuba, and this opinion seems to be troops under Captain Molt are par be' ween New York and this eily Is
gaining ground daily. Preparations ticipating m tbo celebration.
Sa'- - completed, warships could sttam Irom
lor meeting any emergency that may unlay Governor Hoch and I'nite l New York to Washington without venLong will make turing out to sen. In time of war
Senator
arise in Cuba have not been abated States
this would prove a tremendous help
iu the least.
speeches.
iu repelling a besieging fleet. American ba'tlesiiiH could run from Ni-York to Washington In half th.' time
UNAVOIDABLE
ACCIDENT.
by the canal !:?t an atticKlng squadron could ateani a rim ml Caa
Charles
This afternoon, just as The H veiling Citizen was going to press,
mill up the Chesapeake hay.
a most Important part of the big press was broken, causing a delay
of several hours. A new casiimt will have to lie made at the Al- buriueripie foundry beloie ieir press can be used.
Arthur Kwritt. inter a trip through
Cntil then The
Citizen will be printed ou the press of the Morning Journal.
the northern towns of Now Mexico,
n turned to Albuquerque last night.
Colorado Springs. Sept. 27. Heavy
skies and a temperature that seemed
to threaten suow rather thuu rain
opened Pike day of the Pike centennial week. The program as announced was catired out, some of the minor
attractions, however, being dtsiKinsed with on account of tho
Inclement weather. The Pike monu- inert, which was erected la Antlers
purk, was unveiled at 10 a. m. with
appropriate addresses by Chancellor
Henry A. Ituchtel of Denver, president of Denver university iimj repub- 11....
...ti.1.....
mui
tifr Kuvciuor in v.niir
u:aii i:uni
t. ii
I.'

Houston, Texas, Sept.

or

I

J

i
i

A

sptclal

ceived there from Jlminez, thirty
tulles up tiie Hio Grande, states that
iorty men raiiled.tbat town last night.
1 hey placed the mayor, the chief of
police, the treasurer and other officials iu Jill and 3 re now in control of
the town. The wir? was cut before
the message was finished. Govern-Angu- s
menl troops arrived on a special train
today and are hastening to Jimlnei.
Advices ot a battle are expected momental Ily. The city of Porflrlo Did.,
across me river irom
l ass, '
quiet today nut many Mexicans came
over to sleep last night.
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WAS A REMARKABLY NICE
JUDGE OF SUPREME COURT
5.
this
Denver, Sept. 27. At a meeting of from now ou will he
the itt.rsla,t. commerce commission amount II Is to I) paid when the dec,
,nis cil ,(,.iy. Cyrug eard. Jus laration of Intention Is made; 2 upon
,
,,i w.w
mi. ,.,niri if uvi.i,,- - the final hearing and 12 when the
Is
ing, was on the stand. He testified final order of naturalization
to having takeu up coal land several sued. One half o that amount goes
years ago on the ecommendai ion of to tho respective county, the other
George I.. Black, one of the officials half to the bureau of immigration, it
of the I ii ion Pacific, and that about an alient returns to his native coun-
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Pass
to the Chronical from Eagle
says that a telephone message re-
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Havana, Sept. 27. Among men whoso Investments
would bo doubled or quadrupled In vuluo there Is naturally loud assertion that Cuban self government is a failure. That Is, that government without revolutions is
Impossible.
A surprising feature of tho situation is tho large
number of men. apparently without selfish interest, who
take tho same view of tho matter. Not all of them assign tho same reason, but they reach the same conclusion.
Temperament, habit, greed and limited experience
are somo of the reasons given.
In
"They haven't any conception of popular government," says an American who has lived here for years.
"During P, J.h yCear' f Spanish oppression the
only object a matt bad lu' nening oi'flcu vas to advance
his own, generally his financial interest. The only way
the people could protest against tyranny was to got out
and fight. Law and Justice, during Spanish rule, were
held in tight regard or no regard at all.
"So tt happens that too many peoplo hero are liable to overstep tho law In advancing their interests as
officeholders or p vol est lug against Injustice ns citizens
They have not learned the rulo of bowing to tho majority and squaring acounts peaceably at the next election.
They will not have time to learn before the United
States takes control of tho government.
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8TAFF CORRESPONDENT JACOB WALDECK, IN HIS
FIRST LETTER FROM CUBA, TELLS ABOUT
THE CAUSES OF REBELLION IN CUBA THE
PEOPLE HAVE NO CONCEPTION OF
AND IN THEIR INNOCENT IGNORANCE JOIN BLINDLY IN REVOLUTIONS
THE "INS" WOULD BE REBELS IF THE "OUTS"
WERE IN OFFICE.

I ROUBLE

its last session went into effect toIt Is a general law applicable to
all parts of the United States and
places all matters pertaining to the
naturalization of foreign horn
who wish, to become naturalunder the
ized American' citizens
control and supervision of the bureau of immigration and naturalization, which forms a, division of the
department' of commerce and labor
and. ls headed by the commissioner
general of Immigration, Richard K.
'
Campbell, of Virginia.'
Since the adoption of the new law
copies have been sent to all parta of
the United 'States, to Instruct the
courts and court" officials of the various' counties and states regarding
their rights and duties. The law provides that every alien- landing in this
by the
country shall bo registered
national bureau of Immigration and
shall obtain a certificate of record,
setting forth the date of his arrival,
tho name of the ship, etc. This certificate must be presented when the
application for. the first papers Is
'
made.
The method of obtaining the first
p'apers U only a little more exacting
than formerly,' A full- - description ht
the ' applicant must be 'given, with
his- full name, religious belief, place
of birth, etc., down tt he exam date
of his arrival in this, country and ib
name of the ship which brought him.
He must also awear that he is neither an anarchlBt' nor a Dotygaralat. ;
Some radical rhaagoa : have been
made In the method or obtaining the
final naturallzHtlon papers. . The applicant must have lived In the United
States for fully five years. If married
he must give the full name, including
maiden name and age of his wife,
number, age and name of his children, etc. He must take oath that be
Is neither an anarchist nor a polvga-ml- st
and does not believe In these
doctrines. His statements must be
vouched for by two reliable witnesses. If the naturalization clerk of
the respective court shtfttld have reasonable doubts concerning the authenticity of the Immigration certificate of the applicant, he may subpoena witnesses and bold an inquiry
in tho matter. Petitions for naturalization may be filed at any time, but
only with Buch court! that are courts
records, have a seat and seal
of
and are competent of Jurisdiction la
either law or equity.
An interesting feature is that the
Intending citizen who objects to hla
name, and can give good reasons ior
such objections, can. at tho time of
his application for naturalization, pe--I
tit ion the court to allow him to
change his name, and the court is
empowered to grant the request.
A provision which will have a tendency to lessen the number of applicants for naturalization, provides that
no alien shall be admitted to citizenship who cannot speak and write the
English language. Another radical
Innovation is that all bearings in oa-- I
turallzation cases must take place in
open court. It an alien having his
nrst papers applies for his final pa- -;
pers, the clerk of the court before
which the application Is made, must
take a complete record, a copy of
which must go to the bureau of lm-- !
migration. A clerk failing to send
'
such copy Is liable to a fine of $25 for
each case. Ninety days time must
elapse before the final hearing, to
give the government time, to be represented at the hearing. If that should
bo considered necessary.
While the cost of becoming an American citizen under the former law,
which was in force eighty years,
varied from $2 to $2.50, the total cost
day.

less than five years after he
his application for citizen-- I
.....
...
i.v. i,.. ship here, all proceedings taken in
mi n ii nil ainui i.i
that Clark advanced the money with his case shall be considered caucell- which he made the purchase. Beard e. The penalty for the fraudulent
use of a naturalization certificate is
il tiled that he knew Clark was actten years Imprisonment and $10,000
ing for the I'nlon Pacific.
The testimony today showed in a liiso num- fine. A similar penalty can be imber of cases th'- declaratory coal posed for counterfeit Ing a certificate.
statements for Wyoming coal lands A clerk who di4oheyg the provision
by Denver people, who received $1! of the law may be sentenced to five
or $1 in each instance for the declar- years Imprisonment and fined 9 .00.
ation and reliiniiishment from the
H. B. Baldwin, a brother of Mrs.
I'nio't Pacific Laud company.
W. J. Cardwell, formerly- of this city
Mrs. II. Chaves and children of Old but now of Islington, ivy., is in the
Alhii'imrcjue. are iu Bernalillo, the city on a visit to old Kentucky
Mr. Baldwin
guests of friends
m lemaln three friends.
conies from
Bradsville, Ky.
weeks.

ja month after completing the
'
j
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INTERNATIONAL INSANITY
CONGRESS IN SESSION
Milan, Italy, Sept. 27 The Intercongress opened
national Insanity
here today with every civilized conn-- ,
try In the world represented by dlo-- ;
gates. Among the delegates are many
of the foremost experts on Insanltv
and th? directors of many famous
In Euro p and other parts of
the world. The object of the congress
In to rlift.ritua mnttpp, tKTtnlntnir tn
the treatment of Insane
in
and outside or asylums.
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Romance of an
Idaho Eden.
By Gilaon Gardner.

lecial Correspondence.
Boise City, Idaho, Sept. 27. It be
gins to look as if Idaho, under Irrigation, would become the leading fruit
Crowing state in the union.
There Is some thine about the warm
dry climate,' and the light volcanic soil
of the Idaho valleys, which acts miraculously under the touch of water.
The finest fruit la ell the world is that
grown on the ranch of I. B. Perrlne,
at Blue Lakes, Idaho.
Mr. Perrlne has the gold medals for
first prize earned by his fruit display
at the expositions at Paris, Omaha,
'Buffalo, Portland, St. Louis In fact
at all the big expositions held since
lie began to exhibit.
Perrlne came to Idaho as a prospector twenty-thre- e
years ago. He
sealed at the base of the volcanic
cliffs, betw-eewhich runs the Snake
river, and started to raise fruit by
Irrigation. He had nothing then; ha
Is now selling fruit from his ranch
farm
at the rate of $1200 a week. HisHarrl-xnan
Is a favorite resort for E. II.
and other big railroad men when
they want a little vest and taste of

Washington, D. C, Sept. 27. There
a delav in the romnlotlnn nf thp
designs of the mount of the
gun Imilt some years ago nt the
YVatervllet. N. Y.. arsenal for pxneri- nuntal purroses, with a view to the
adoption or the type and calibre as
the lareest of th eims of thn onast
defense armament. It is not likely
mat mere will be constructed another
gun of that size, and there has been
and still Is much question of its location when It. Is finally provided with
a KIlltaMn rnrrlncp
The nrohlems
which are engaging the attention of
mo army ordnance experts nre being
worked out on a smaller carriage, one
gun, which will enable
for a
the designers to meet all the conditions likely to arise in the construction of the carriage for the monster
rifle. While there Is not likely to
gun built for the
be another
coast defenses. It is probable that a
gun of
calibre will be designed by the ordnance office here. In
fact, the experts are now engaged on
the plans for a mount for such a sight.
The Taft hoard which revised the oil
Eudlcott system of coast defense, expressed its approval of such a gun as
representing the maximum power in
the ordnance of the coast fortifications and It Is likely that congress
next, year will be asked to provide for
Biieh a gun, which will undoubtedly
be the limit In the way of calibre for
coast defense ordnance In this country.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILWAY
REPORT NEARLY READY
New York, N. Y., September 27.
The Investigating committee appointed by the ikm- -J of .lire,-'of t.ie
i
Pennsylvania
a.'m-J ."'ml of which
'". Sluurt Pitt rsoti s cliab-manlias
uearlv completed its preliminary report, which .vkji be gniimlttted
o
President Ca.a.t in ;t few days. The
books Bnd records of the company
have been under eiHnrr.ntlon !y the
committee. The information wanted
was not reid'ty avauvl.
clerical
forces of the conpaiy were oc'.aied
to get It. It la stated thnt particular
attention has been given to oar dis
trlbution, purchase of supplies aid
contiact woik. It is not expected
iiature.
that a final report will be submitted
On the Perrlne farm are grown
by the committee until the Novempeaches, pears, cantaloupes, wa- ber meeting of tne noard of directtermelons, winter watermelons, plums ors, This is desired In advance of the
(of all varieties, nectarines and other convening of congress. In the hope
fruits too numerous to name,
that any further unfavorable legislat
But It Is the plcturesquenesg of his tion may be forstalled.
place which has proved its great at
traction. Located at the toot of a JOHN L. 8ULUVAN IS
(ireclpitous volcanic canyon, rising
' GIVING SPARRING SHOWS
nearly a thousand feet sheer to the Union City. Tenn.. Sept. 27. Prob
plateau which was formerly a flat ably the most Interesting feature of
page brusn desert, the Perrlne or the Obion County fair, which opened
tehards are planted among. great vol here today and will continue for three
canic boulders rocks as big as a days are the daily sparring contests
fctage coach, with hardly a suggestion between John L. Sullivan, the world
Df sou in their ledges.
famous
champion, and
The trees are watered by trlckllngs his sparring partner. These exhibi
from a wonderful Wook which leaps tions promise to be one of the most
from the ground in one great rush of powerful attractions and will take
water and flows gently cast the Per place every afternoon in the specialrlne home as a limpid mountain ly prepcred ring.
' stream, deep, nearly 60 feet in width,
MONUMENT ERECTED TO
laud stocked with fine trout.
ALBERT SIDNEY JOHNSTON
In this little Eden, Perrlne has lived
Austin, Tex., Sept. 27. The monuyears. He built
tow for twenty-threbis first house when he was 18, with ment erected in the state cemetery
rough boards, teamed thirty miles in this city In memory of General Alacross the desert, and let down with bert Sid icy Johnston will be unaj-ilcChapter
local
United
ropes over the 800 feet of lava pre- by tbo
cipice. Under some1 trees near his Daughters of Confederacy, this afterbarn Is an old stage coach, rapidly noon. Several hundred mem' en e f
ailing into decay. Perrlne points 't the Texas Division V. D. P.. nnH Pmi.
veterans are here lo take
out and tells how he wanted to go in federate
in !n
It once to Boise, 60 miles, but being part in the exercises, for h
unable to get the owner to trust him trestlng program lias been aiiar-ied(or his fare, was obliged to walk. He
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
thereupon resolved that one day he
would own that coach. And he does. Department
of th. Interior, Land OfThese western meti all have their
fice at Santa Fe, S. M., Sept. 22,
touch, of sentiment.
Many of them
l'JOC.
are poets, with a power to make their
Notice is hereby eiven that William
dreams come true. Only a poet could
nave dreamed the Perrlne ranch; and G. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
only a Napoleon could have overcome niea nonce oi nis lutention to make
the mountainous difficulties In the final commutation proof In support of
way of its achievement. For the first his claim, viz: Hoinesleail Rntrv Vr
fruit had to be packed on the back of 9112 mado April 2, 11)06, for tho NE
t
23,
fceetion.
a mule up a
T.p. 10 N.
trail to the top
of that cliff, and later a road had to Range 3 E. and that said proof will
be built capable of accommodating a be made before the Probate clerk nt
team. One horse was lost over the Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
edge of the narrow trail, and wit bin lautj.
He names the following witnesses to
a year a wagon and
team
t
plunged over the
abyss which prove his Continuous resldencn nnnn
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
flanks the road.
m.
Angeii, c. E. Hodgln, Charles
Etnc. Mrs. John lirown all nf ah,,,.
Hi.
PRESIDENT FAVORS BIG querque, N. MANTEL
R. OTERO,
Register.

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
addresses
with names
nannlpand
whn fr f
"Necccssary to You Prosperity

Capital and Surplus. $100,000

tJfie

Sold by the

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
20S

East Railroad Ave.

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

First St. and Cold Avthuo

000aa0OOa000
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full 8et of
Gold Crowns7:::t!::::::::,8
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
50c
ractlng
Painless
ALL

WORK

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

QQ

.nil
Sr
GUAR-- .

WANTED Canvasser and solicitor
at once. Addres J. n. thisjjllcc.
WANTEDA girl for general house- work; small family. 519 West TiJeras avenue.
WANTED
A girl to do general uouse- work. Call at once at No. tii vvesi
Copper nvenue.
WANTED Boarders, at 523 South
First Blreet. Good board and clean
moms, $2" a month.
WANTED Help furnished and em
ployment of all kinds secureu
promptly. Cull on, write or phono
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
L. Colburn, proprietor, 109 West
Silver avenue. Auto, phone iQ.
WANTEiJ A man to do road work.
Good salary. Apply ut once. 216V&
South second street.
"WANTED Girl for g ncral bouse
work In family of two. $30 per
month. Address Mrs. P. A. Allaire,
San Antonio, N. M.
one
WANTED
Chambermaid and
waiter, small hotel out of town. ApCo., 212
ply Atlas Employment
South Second street.
seconu-ban- d
WANTED
Gentlemenclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Scnu address end
will call. It. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
trustworthy
Energetic,
WAN 1'ED
mau or woman to work in New Mexico, representing large manufacturing company. Salary $50 to $90 per
month, paid weekly. Expenses advanced. J. H. Moore, Albuquerque,

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

four-hors-

e

800-foo-

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and aa high aa
$200.
Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

TWO LOTS

cises for cavalrymn, has read the
uew regulations and expressed
his
satisfaction with the provisions and
requirements, which wiere prepared
by the special committee of experts
on too general staff of the army to encourage quietness of action, accuracy of sight, ocrtanity of stroke and
all round skill and confidence. The
regulations provide for a series of
for all cavalrymen on foot and
on horseback. There has been little
of this sort of work too little the
president thinks in the military service, and be desires that there shail
lie taken up systematically a series
of bouts calculated to develop
in ihe use of the sword. Some
of the experts say there will bo small
need of using the sabre iu actual combat, and that the day for sue-slashing has long passed, but
aside from this, it Is realized Hint the
feabre is the cavalryman's Implement
Kf warfare and that the use of it In
bis athletic work, If nowhere else,
Will btj Vl bt'iielit.
lea-sou- s

sol-kiie-

hand-to-han-

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

With Ample Mean

and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

and

Solicit

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
' 'If JJ'fl)
Solomon Luna, Presiuent: W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, u .Vst, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon r.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.
Cro-awe-

ll.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain

this week.

Also 5 room house, close In, lowlands,
for S270O00.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PORTERFIELD CO.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

110 West Gold Ave.

New Mexico.

WANTED A thoroiiiT'i bookkeeper,
one who can use tho typewriter and
not afraid to work, at once; permaDepartment of Uie Interior, United
nent situation to riRht man. Mako
in own handwriting,
nppl'cation
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M,
stating experience and where last
August 25, 1900.
employed. Address XXX, postoffice
box 194, city.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice
FOR RENT.
of his intention to make final proof
modern
in support of his claim under sections FOR RENT New
cotjages. Frank Ackerman, Grant
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
oullding.
(26 Stats., 834), as amended by tha
act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stals., FOR RENT .seven-room- ,
modern,
470), and that said proof will be made
house; large yard and good
court
Realty Co.
Moore
M.
United States
before
location. John
the
commissioner
at Albuquerque, N. FOR REN r Two furnished rooms
6,
M.,
1906,
on
vis.:
October
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
Manuel E. Chavez,
administrat
300 North Broadway.
or of the estate of Antonio Jose FOR RENT Saloon in good location
Chavez, deceased, for the small hold
in city; fixtures and everything
ing claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
ready for business. Apply to Con
R. 2 E. .
solidated Liquor Co.
He names the following witnesses
OR
RENT Newly turnlsned rooms
to prove his actual continuous adverse
with double bed, Fair week, at rea
possession of said tract for twenty
sonable rates. Minneapolis house,
years next preceding the survey of the
524 South Second ulreet.
township, viz:
Juan Apodaca, Valencia, N. M.; I OK 1 VE NT A parTm eh t s In PaF
View terrace, eight rooms each;
Benito Armljo, Valencia, N. M.; Po- steam heated, and all other modern
llcarpo Sanchez, Peralta, N. M.; Men-toconveniences. II. H. Tllton, room 19,
S. Otero, Peralta, N. M.
Grant Block.
Any person who desires to protest
y
against tho allowance of said proof, FOR RENT A six room
or who knows of any substantial rea
brick house, corner of Seventh
son under the laws and regulations of
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
why aucn
at. Uimmori & Muttencci, 624 West
the Interior department
proof Bhould not bo allowed will be
Tijerns avenue.
given an opportunity at the above- - FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
mentioned time and place to cross-ehouses and flats for housekeeping,
amine the witnesses of said claimant,
also ranch. Will take parties to
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
board. Apply nt 110 East Coal ave
that submitted bv claimant.
nue. Mrs. Narris.
OTERO.
MANUEL
!'X)R RENT One
house, Register.
Pacific; 2 rooms, 614 South Broad
way, lurnished or unfurnished, an
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
modern furnished rooms, upstairs,
502 South
street.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
."OR SALE.
1906.
and houses
Notice Is hereby given that: Juan FOR SALE City lotspayments.
cheap, for cash or
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
tiled notice of liis intention to make FOR SALE Fire wood ut the Sur
perior Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
final
proof In support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No. FOR SALE Roosevelt house; sixteen
6312. made April 22, 1901, for the NW
ro ms, furnlsned. $800, if taken at
SW
Section 4, Ixits 3 and 4,
once.
Section G, Lots 1 and 5, Section 8, and FOR SALE Fine driving mure; also
3,
Lot
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
second-ban- d
surrey. 1123 Tigeras
Range C E, and tuat said proof will be
Road.
made before the Probate Clerk at BerA handsome llardman
FOR SALE
nalillo, N. M., on November 5, 1906.
piano, In fine condition and almost
Ho names the following witnesses to
new, at a bargain. For particu
prove his continuous residence upon,
lars, call at this office.
and cultivation or, tho land, viz:
SALE My general stum. Rare
Nestor Gonzales or Hagan, N. M.;
chance for someone to secure an
Jncobo Gutierrez of Las Phicitas, N.
established business.
M.; Jose F. Gutierrez tf Las Placitas,
Address
M., Pueblitos, N. M.
N. M.; Andres Armijo of Las Placitas,
N. M.
FOR SALE RaiiKO, new baso burner,
wood heaters, dressers, library tablr?
MANUEL R. OTERO,"
nd rugs; also other articles. Call
Register.
&
at 116 South High stroet.
"To Cure A Felon."
FOR SALE lloubeTmld-a- nd
kitchen
says Sam Kendall, of Phllllpsburg,
furniture. Three nne rugs, lace curKan., VHust cover it over with Buck- tains and other articles too numerIon's Arnica Salve and the Salve will
ous to mention. Call at Penny Parn
Quickest cure for
lor. A. B. Kempton.
As a drowsing for sores, brutees and do tbo rest."
Burns, fcores, Scalds, Wounds, Piles. FOR 8ATEf hMlnuenuol7r"lioMe,
burns. Chamberlain' Kalvn iu ii
can be desired. It lu soothing and Eczema, alt Rheum, Chapped Hands,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r
rooms, all newly furnished,
m us eneci. 1'rice 25 cents Sore Fe or and Sore Eyes. Only 25c
druggists.
all
at
painted and papered. The best payFor sale by all druggists.
ing property In Albuquerque Any
btier acceptable. Call or address O.
D. Warde. tbo Minneapolis House,
Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Geneial
merchandise
business ou tbo L'l Paso and Southwomen
with
In eastern
western
New
Mexico.
indescribable fear, for
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. nne opnothing compares with
portunity for rlnht party. Can exthe pain and horror of
plain good reason for selling. Lorln'l.f.Kirtl,
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Adof the uffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
dress Inquiries to this paper.

OrriCERS AND DimmCTORB

(No. 701.)

BACON

&

BASHINSKY

JOSHUA
M.

;

REAL

ESTATE

205 West Gold

AN3

S.

RAYNOLDS

President

W. FLOUHNOY

Vice President

FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST

LOANS

H.

Auto Phone 573

PROFESSIONAL

five-roo-

..Cashier
Assistant Cashier

F. RAYNOLDS

Director

U. . DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

CARDS

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

'

Ira M. Bend.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32
fV. W., Washington, D. C
copyrights,
lands, patents,
letter patents, trado marks,
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
que, N. M. Office, First
Bank building..

-

I

d

containing valuable information free.
Taejradftold Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.

fmFl

U B&E lZm U U

A. BORDERS.

J.

Farwell.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wond

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS
Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
D. II. cams. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N.

Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
906 West Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone, 179.
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
H. R. WHITING,
South Second Street, First
National Bank building.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Examiner and abstracter of land
titles, including thoso of Spanish and
Mexican origin.
No,

119

MERCHANT

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring snon Is up
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
The Breath of Life.
public. AH work guaranteed first-clasIt's a significant fact that tho the as I have
had fliteen years' exstrongest animal of its size, tho gor- perience in
the busiuess. Suits made
illa, also has the largest lungs. Pow- to order. Clothes
cleaned, pressed ana
erful lungs mean powerful creatures. repaired. The specific
I
will not
Iiow to keep the breathing organs Injure the cloth. Ladles'use garments
right should be man s chlefest Btudy. also cleaned and walking
Like thousands of others. Mrs. Ora A. to order. Give me a trial.skirt made
Stephens, of Port Williams. O., has
O. BAMBINL
learned bow to do this. She writes.
"Three bottles of Dr. King's New
Tho Laxative effec. of ChamberDiscovery stopped my cough of two lain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets is
years and cured me of what my so agreeable
and so natural you can
friends thought consumption. O, it's hardly realize that It Is produced by
g"aud for throat and lung troubles." a medicine. These tablets also cure
Guaranteed by nil druggists. Price, Indigestion and biliousness. Price 15
tOo and $1.00. Trial bottlo free.
Samples fice at all druggists.
.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

R.

Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Office witto W. B. Chllders, 117 West
Gold avenue.
RODERICK STOVErt, E. E.

j

fTfl
llJ

.. .

6--

Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walllng-ford- .
Rooms 46 47, Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

prach

,!

.

y

j

pod-ier,-

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

DR. R. L. HUST.
N. T. Armljo Bldg.

Tuberculosis treated with
Current and
Electrical
Germicide. Treatments given each
p.
day from 8 a. m. to 4
m.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.

4

all pleasant anticipations of the
shadow of gloom which cannot he shaken off. Thousands of women
nave iouna mat tne use ot mother's I riend d iring pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to lift- of mother
and child. This scientific liniment is a n W Ullll.ll UL. III
r USB
.w
time oi ineir most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtbut its use
gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
sickness, and other dis- -

rz

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms
and 16, Grant block, over
tho Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Raflrefid avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:-- J p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4G2.
made by mail.
PHYSICIANS.

five-yea-

Of

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

DR.

See-en-

Tl,l

National

15

Office,

Santa Fe Railway Company

STATE NATIONAL BANK

Albuquer-

DENTISTS.

x

&

F street

Pensions,
caveats,
claims.

E. W. Dobso.i.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Cromwell Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.

two-stor-

L&b&Q&tl&QaUattvzi

Depository for Atchison, Topcka

LAWYERS.

d

g

Washington, D. C, Sept. 27. President Roosevelt, who takes a keen Interest in the sabre and sword exer-

ALLOWED

Small Holding Claim.

.

NEW MEXICO

MONEY to LOAN

-

B F COPP
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

w.-ic-

two-foo-

ALBUQUERQUE

5c 3 for 10c

.

e

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

of the man who would buy your old fcteyclet

For Invalids
Tourists and
School Children

hi

the man wa should be working for root
ths man M irouid glndly lend you tnoneyt
thn mim .tn nculJ like to buy your hors??
the man who would buy an Interest In your business
the man who would buy that lot of ground?

of
of
of
of
of

J

87, 1905.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO .YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

UNCLE SAM HAS WHITE

Larfart Olr t Ctwrty OrtataHM.
Tai
kw Made Clmttdm.
larpwt Hrthr Mrara Clrctilitlta.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

pa0040a00a04a0a0aW

nsy-liini- 8

Hiatal Paper of Bernalillo Cownr
tad city or Albuquerque.
f m AfWnMM DUpilckw.

C1TTZEN.

EVENING

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
&
read.

000000Oa000aioo0

5 "OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

L. B, PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE

1873.

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.
,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

THURSDAY, 9EPTEMBF.P,

IS THE

HE

27,

ENEMY

DISHONEST

AT.nTTQTTRQtTE

1906.

OF

Mere Is .vlnhcxh t'haran Slnh.i. urai
of Allnnahad university, India:
editor of two Imlln newspapers; auth-0of the only textbook on chemistry

PACK

printed In Hindu; the only Hindu
Scholar who is
master of science
in nn American college and discoverer
or the m west method of detecting
i

n In coffee.

erom property
to and
rrceOffice
autoRoom
ride9 and
1, Cromwell Block

Only $5.00 Down, Balance $5.00 per Month, No Interest.

distinguished foreigner has dea
metflod whereby tho exact

RUNAWAY

THE

BOMB

Al PREMIES STOEYPinl

VILLA

attempted to force an entry into a room nd-- il
For daring recklessh ga the attempt on the Un r
In
iat In Which tin- guegta were assembled.
the Ttttsslan premier, M. Stotynln, Una few par.iloils,
i
of the men let fall a bomb, which
one
COpI '"'
M. Btotyptfl was bottling a
even in Russia.
Thirty people were killed
1th !c i'.ile force.
ID his summer residence In Apothecary island, a wood n
'liriy Were Injured. M. Stolypln escaped
and
daughter and little son were both badly
building. The guests had assembled, when th re artogut the killed were a prince, a general, a
rived four r.vp, to nil appearances ordinary visitors;
Of the four
u captain and two court officials.
But, fin the list of Intending vis It Itt bad been closed,
rists three were kIPed and the fourth was arrested.
the senraata would not nllow thom to enter. They tt

Ft

-

ex-p-

ci

All Monday night and all day Tuesday unit a late hour In the erecting
the police of Santa Ke. Laa Vegas
and Albuquerque were on the lockout
for Miss Jessie Jaeger, a pretty mulatto who disappeared from her home
h.i'l
at Albuquerque. Her parents
reasons for believing that she bad
Sloped with n colored nun living In
riatita IV, or Intended meeting him
at Santa Fe or tit l as Vegas. She
was finally located in Santa l'o Tuesday night, having walked nil the way
from Lamy.
When the girl left home on the
evening thai she ran away she old
her parents that she was going to
call in
friend s b use to spend the
evening As she did not leturn home
within u reasoaable tlnie licr parents
became anxious and started out to
find her Inquiry at the home of Unfriend to wh ch she haii ostensibly
gone brought out the fact that she
had not been there at all, Bad it was
leal Bed later that she had been soe.i
boafaHag a aorta-boutrain. William (1. Jasper, the father of the girl,
who is only Hi years old, telephone I
his
to S.inta Fe When be found
daughter had loft town and gave ininto
structions to have her taken
custody until his arrival. No trace
of Ikt could be found at Santa Fe
and the father then notified the auFailing to
thorities in I. as Vegas.
receive any word of her apprehension the father took the train the following morning and went
tr I.as

DAYS

Mr ( lark, it seems, had ben studying the law and had already delivered
au opinion on the subject for the benefit ot the Yavapai county board of

rnpr r visors.
The law on the subject provides
that aatoDSa mMI close when the pol'
me Open) lor all general elections. !t
docs not rc ler to primaries, and heretofore it has been customary for the
saloons to remain open when the pri
Howevi
marten were in progrc
the primaries have not been held
territory
imiltanoonsly nil over
heretofore, au; this is the first one
held under the .tew law and under the
county administradirection Of" U
tion.
t iif attorney
holds that as
it is a genera) primary, the election
law affecting snloona covers this day.
e

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
RLAP and take no otner.

Starving to Death.
Hecause her stomach was so weakened by useless dragging that she
not eat. Mr. i.lary H. Walcould
ters, of St. flair St.. Columbus, O.,
was tcrally starving to death. She
"My stomach was so weak
writes:
from useless drugging that I could
not ea.f, and my nerves so wrecked
that I could not sleep; and not bewas given up to die wna I infore
duced to try Electric Hitters; with
Ke wonderful result Hint Imirove-(Sen- t
lie-- in
al once and a c)tnplet.i
!" D?? in i Uh " t c o i
mir- - ! !iv
eur.;t. IU. p4krajtotx3 n
1
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BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,

'

And

g

a

t'.,

Tt4."wat?"-

V.;

St.

's College

CMfUISTIAN liUOTIlEKS

r

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

H

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT

THE EXTERIOR OF THE HOUSE

AFTfcR

THE

BO MB

EXPLOSION.

AS

SPECIAL

A
t

"

'

i;

x

yet are postponing buying

till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range No.
$21.00. Terms, $5 caah and $4 a

i

v 5acv?iR

INDUCEMENT

tln se who are anxious to have a
ts ran&c.

"

52-1-

month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five montha.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each, p rcuaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's Buuscrlp-noto one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman'v Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20tb.
25-1-
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will be the otliclals.
4
n shortened by 10 minutes.
Th.. lcn"tb ot the came has
will be separated by the length of the
Th opposing rush Hue-ball, which must he kept flat on I he ground by the center.
Linesmen must h ive both feet, loth hands, or one foot and toe
eCpoalni hand BP to 0 within one foot of the line, and wttt 'be ex- ceptlon oi Be three center men the forw irdl mutd stand with both
feel outside the outalde root or ens man next io tnem.
Before making n fair catch i player must signal by lading bis
hand cli uly over his bead.
Whenever any portion of a player carrying the ball, exoept his
"hands or feet, touched the ground when in the grasp of an opponent,
the hail in down.
Klther team may asl; for time out three times during a half
wilbou: penalty. For each xtra call for time a team will be pen
allsed two yards Unless the Injured player be removed from the
game.
urn dHag
prohibited.
The laappj rbaok la allowed to have his hands and head offside
When lie is aliout to pass the ball.
There must be at least six Offensive players on the line, and, if
there art oath six. one of the other players must be outside at be
man at tm- end of the line.
None of ihe Ave center men will be allowed to b ave the line unleas he coos five yards hack and another player takes his plane In
No shifting to evade this rule will be allowed.
the Ha
One t tuiv.l pas will be allowed each scrimmage, irmided the
pass be made by a nasi who was in the backfleld
when the play
tinted. In case the ball touches the ground it goes to the deien
sive team.
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.

CORNER 4th A NO QOLO
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PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.
UP THE SY8TEM.

BUILDS

'

-

CURES

RHEUMATISM.

CURES

I

IDNEY

AILMENTS.

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

-
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BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906
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CURES DROPSY.

FAYWOOD,

li-

.4

tion.

But sell the straight article ss received by us from the best Wfuerlea,
Distilleries and Drewerles In the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

GAME

team mast gata 10 yards in three downs.
Wb.n the ball is kicked, nny player on the kicking side will S
hi side as soon a. the ball touches the ground. Once the ball totn
ea the grwand l cannot be kicked further,
A player preparing to kick a u'oii after a touchdown will be
am d to adjuft the ball in the hands of the holder.
All fornix of uunec.sfcaiy toughness have been explained nad
peaalilci provided. When a player Is d leges lifted, his team will lose
hall tho disnee i i its goal line.
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WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
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W. H. McBRAVE
CEDAR BROOK.
LOUIS HUNTER,
T. J. MONARCH,

The girl for whom the police of
the three cities were searching, not
to mention the relaiives and friends
aiighted from the triin at Lamy.
Of boarding
the branch train
that makes conm otlona there for
Santa Fe she undertook to walk, and
was on the road from early BtornlBe
until nightfall. When she arrived at
Santa Fe she was almost ready to
drop from fatigue, and yesterday
morning was too ill to leave her bed.
Howard Kerr, a son of W. H. Kerr,
.he barber and manager of the Baftta
Fe baseball team, who had been as
s'.sting in the search for the runaway
girl, saw her as she was coining into
town. She was induced to go to the
Kerr house and her mother was apprised by long distance telephone In
Albuquerque. A telegram was also
sent to Mr. Jasper,- who was still in
ljis Vegas. Mrs. Jasper arrived in
Santa Fe on tile noon train yesterday, and Mr. Jasper is expected here
this evening.
The girl refuses to talk about her
escapade and so far as learned has
not divulged the name bf the man in
the ease. Relatives are satisfied Hint
It is one of the players on the baseball team, as they wen- - seen together frequently during the fair al Albuquerque. If suspicious of the girl's
parens are correct it was a married
man who prevailed upon her to leave
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and alinesgUU
referee if
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WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.

Vegas.

THE NEW RULES IN
THE RAH-RAtt

We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. S HLIT.".,

nd

i

a

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

i

Accotdiufi to the interpretation of
Attorney Ooaettf E. S. Clark or Arizona the saloons must el'ise on the
day on which the primary elections
are held in Arizona under th: new

Two

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

1

.

Liquor Co.

SllCC8B'r8 to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACH ECHI & GIOMI.

i

From Albuquerque. Walked
From Lamy.

--

O.

Consolidated
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Jessie Jasper. Pretty Mulatto

cnl-enr-

Chat. afellnl, Secretary
Oschechl, Treasurer.

J. P. Eakln. I'rcsldent.
President.

O. Gloml, Vice

i
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amount of chirory In any jilven quantity of coffee may hp discovered.
n the theory that coffee
Htm hive n greater capacity for
holding hydroscopic moisture than
nnh.es. Hy burning samples of
rotten .md chicory in platinum dish'
and lotting tbeni Mida until the next
day hi .ik;erved Hi t the coffee csli
a'.trac&t! t .. ii? i't'i ttoit aaaiature
liQHn? htk.
UHU. H
a-SKlMCN Ul
T:.t riiv(::,f
trie
atr wiien the allies are na
trom
piped in thit- manner from sixteen t.i
Hnfy iour houra varies according t to
th feather, but fte difference in lio
amount of molstttrn, absorbed by the
tw"o ashes is sufficient ti enable him
ioi calculate the percentage of adulteration
It is stated by chemlata that this
diecovory will groaily aid tho wor!;
in food laboratories.
Mr.! kUnhn Intends going from this
colintry to England where he will
On his return
sUuly m inufactnring.
t
India he Intends establishing a
college, adopting the American syte:-- .
of. education. He Is now In Port lan 1.
Oregon, viliere he recently graduated
Irtim the Oregon Agricultural college.
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ARIZOA SALOONS MUST
CLOSE ELECTION

THRM

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

1
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CITIZEN.

Lots 50x142 Feet
Beautiful Residence
ONLY $25.00 TO $ 50.00 PER LOT

COFFEE

BMC

iiiin i.
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New Mexico
AN

INTERIOR VIEW OF

ILLA AFTER T
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ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty daya
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'ALBUQTJEKQITE

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN

PnblUhed Dally and Weekly.

The Citizen Publishing Company

By

W. S. tTRICKLER,

rrtldnt.

W. T. MeCREIOHT,
Business Manner.

WHAT HAD THE PEOPLE OP ALBUQUERQUE
OF
OR
THE COUNTY TO DO WITH THE SELECTION
OF THE PERFECTO ARMIJO TICKET NAMED BY
THE BOLTERS YESTERDAY?
1

HISTORY OF THE CASE
Nothing coull le more regular than has l'en 'ho

mntier of the republican precinct and county
conventions. They were called by the county central
committee, the Haiti committee naming the time and
place for the county convention, and naming those who
fchcAild call the precinct conventions.
The precinct conventions were calle.i by the parties
so named, and the conventions elected their delegates
to the county convention. Thus was everything done
regularly and iu order. But here is the rtih.
The morning paper, working In the interests of the
democracy, had drawn together a small following of disand
soreheads,
appointed office seekers, disgruntled
people of that ilk. It had also secured a yet sninld
number of good bin misguided republicans who will
doubtless yet see the error of their way. This Journal
following,' reinforced hy the Perfecto Armljo faction,
became by the false assertions of the Journal Imbued
with the idea that they really had or could pretend to
hiive a majority of the republicans of the rounty upon
their aide.
The time came, and the faction found themselves
in the minority In very nearly every precinct in the
"county. Then, inspired by the rule or ruin principle,
this Perfecto Armljo faction !olted the primaries and
elected or appointed contesting delegations to the county convention. These contestants went beTore t:ie
They were pacommittee appointed on credentials.
tiently heard, but not having an lota of claim to regularity or right, they were of necessity refused seats.
Then they formed a convention of their own and went
through the farce of electing delegates to the territorial
convention sad of putting up a county ticket.
This la the history of the whole case. Not one
single thing can be pointed to truthfully by this Perfecto
Armljo faction which was done Irregularly or contrary
In their own case not a step was
to party cturtom.
taken which was ,not Irregular and put them without
the pale of the republican party as a faction If not as
Individuals. , For them to brazenly attempt to appropriate the party name, and to steal the party emblem,
shows an amount of cheek absolutely mammoth.
That the rank and file of the republican party in
this county will countenance such proceedings la not
to be imagined for a moment. That the representatives
of the republican party In the terri'.ory,. assembled at
Las Vegas on Saturday next, will countenance their
conduct and' their claims, Is too absurd even to be mentioned. The whole movement has been engineered by
the morning paper to injure If possible the republican
party, and that It has fallen at ill born is no more than
could have been- expected.
whole
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KANSAS

8

THE JAFFA
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Topeka. Kas., Sept. 2". The state of Kansas has
successfully bifkeu the Ix.ok trust for ten years. Every
five years ii saves about a half million dollars on Its
book bill. Time afier time the book trust In vain has
tried to break the backbone of tlip law which holds
prices down. It is already rumored that another attempt
will be made to have tne law changed at the coming session of the legislature. However, the people have found
out the law is a good one.
In the common schools of Kansas, the most expensive book ccsts but W cents. From this the price decreases to lo cents. The prices are the same everywhere in the s ate. The books need are same. The
Kansas names the prices.
trust has no
For the same books that Kansas school children pay
so and 90 cents school children In Nebraska, Iowa Michl
gan, Illinois. Ohio, the New England and many other
foreastern states pay $1 to $1.5o. The school liooks that
cents In Kansas sell for 7o cents and $1 In
sell for
some other states.
Kansas parents pay about $750,000 for text books
every five years. The flrst year after a change in text
liooks Is made, about $2.VI,(mo Is expended. During the
next four years Hbotit $511001111 Ih expended. Acording to
prices charged by the book trust in other places the
Kansas book bill for five years would amount to about

.

Boy's Underwear
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Grocery Gomp'y.
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"Good Things to Eaf

Our Bakery department Is growing every day. This week we
add one ninn to our force of
bakers. There must be a reason.

you

Announcement to Young Men
by every standard,

whether It be
MEASURED workmanship, whether style or pat
terns, our new Fall and Winter Suits unit
Overcoats for Young Men provu their superior
worth prove that they are the faultless productions of
men who have made the designing and making of hlgh-clnclothing their life study, and have been wonderfully successful In their attainments.
There is refine-meIn every detail
in iJie appropriateness of 1he color
effects, in the fashioning of the lapels, in the graceful
back lines or the coats snd in the perfect net of the
trousers.
In truth we are more than maintaining the
very high standard long ago attained in our lines of
Youg Men's
o
clothing.
--

ss

The Best Goods o
o
o
make
Have
tried them?
A.. COFFEE
o
GERMAN
o
JELLY ROLL

book law Is

...
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The quality of our goods is the
best that Is possible, to make.
We allow no inferior quality
materials used. Uur bakers are
the most skilled we can got.
The result Is

$l,2.ln.00ii.

JfifJm
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It Is Quality

;

nt

Hlgh-Grad-

Tlx? arrival of extensive orders places our present
stock In splendid condition, especially in the complete
size assort ment s prices from $111,110 to $25,011.

WTe

CAKE
CINNAMON ROLLS

GERM

o

bAYER CAKE'S OF ALL KIND
NUT CAKES
DATE CAKES
CREAM PUFFS
CUP CAKES
A dainty square cake iced with
chocolate and cocoanut
ROLLS OF ALL KINDS
' RYB UREAL
GRAHAM

BOY'S SHOES

BOY'S CAPS

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000

BREAD

Krack Kream Bread and everything usually made in a first-clas-s
bakery.

This

in Fresh Vegetables

We Have

SPINACH

COK.N

CELERY
CAULIFLOWER
CALIFORNIA HEAD LETTUCE
RADISHES, ONIONS, ETC.
When down town call and Inspect our large line of groceries,
fruits and vegetables.

rrf

.;.
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J31.1kE!H.

Jaffa Grocery Co.

-
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contract

and there must be
some season for our

We per-

getting it.

"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY
THEY ARjJECEIVED.

House Furnisher s

isS

B. K.

'

ADAMS
GO TO THE- -

Merchants Cafe

Of all babies that were in the baby
show, half price. Prize babies free.
At tho Pennington Studio, until October 1, J91W. (Iround floor, 3U! West
Railroad avenue.
Funeral Director

and Licensed

Embalmer

Best Meals in Town-

Prices Reasonable

PKnno
We keep the quality of our bread
Corner Fifth and Railroad Avenua up to the highest. This is possible
by usingf

"The Smart Set"

Silver Ave.

la find t'ao lirand of cigar you've beon
smoking going from l:ul to worso
right nlong because it's maker, after
petting it 'introduced and liked. lets
iij on quality for the sake of greater
profit.
The Richard cigar isn't built
thai way it's uniformly good and will
conilniu to be. The Richard sells it
C cents
for one, $2.(10 for 50 iu a nl-- e.

PIONEER BAKERY,

box.

Elks' Opera House!
LAS

VEGAS

A.

FAIR

One

Week of Merriment

Albuquerque
Las Veg.is
Trinidad
Santa Fe

Lost.

1

ll

1

l

o

Witli Forsyth in t;te box yos erday
Albuquerque ha,! vi ry little trouble
beating the Big six bunch by a score
Of 11 to 3.
(Ihiii.. was called at the
ond of ihe sixth iunui; on account of
rttin. Donovan wis on the llrltu line
for
'

riu id ml.

Seore:
Albuquerque
Trinidad

U.

K.
1

7

3

5

y

Rich Stock Co.

LOUDON'SI'hone JERSEY
FARM
Red

of

Farce Comedy Successes 1
AND . . .

ARE HOLDING

REUNION

Colo.

Superior Vaudeville For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

e

MUSIC LESSONS.

Prof. X. liM.iuro7 the violini.t.
gives lesson on ihe violin and man
uuiin.
liuaraui
to lie Ihe best
teaiher it) Allmr.m
Artv one tie
siring lesson a Mress general d. livery, city.
NOTICE?
ON ACCOUNT OF HOLIDAY, OUR
STORE WILL BE, CLOSED SATURDAY UNTIL 6 O'CLOCK.
PLACE
YOUR ORDERS FRIDAY.
.

THE JAFFA GROCERY,CO.
"Good Thinoa to Eat."

92.

m

And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drug Store
at 1 17 West Railroad Avenue

REAL COMEDIANS

Sept. 27. The
vet. tans of the
northern
neck of Virginia are holiVms their
l
reunion hire .oday. (Sovernor
Swanson is iir.M nt and an cliboraio
program f,.
cm, rtainnienl of the
veterans has been prepared.
';i..

I

$1.50
Per Gallon Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

CONFEDERATE VETERANS
XIo.it ro.,

AVENUE.

a'aesj

mm

THE FRANK

Presenting a Repertoire

RAILROAD

THE BEST IN TOWN
im

1

u

o

(i

RICHARDS

Hi

Commencing

Monday, Oct.

How They Stand.
Won.

'1

J.

1132 WEST

BASE BAIL TOURNAMENT

N. M.

IT'S VERY UNPLEASANT.

207 SOUTH rlRST STREET.

Auto. Phone 279

....ALBUQUERQUE.

Street

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

Brown9 s
W.

216 South Second

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

and you too get their
clothes cleaned and
pressed at

-

We Keep It Up

Automatic - 182
Colorado, Blh 298

th-r-

11

O
O

sist in selling below
our competitors. Our
expenses are 50 per
cent less than theirs;
that's the secret.

Use Meadow Gold Butter

tup rcuiLtf iuiwrcu

o

aO

amounted to $1200,

WAX BEANS
SUGAR

O

Did you notice we se- I
cured the contract for
furnishing the University Dormitories.

'.

.

27, 1906.
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ON PUBLIC SCHOOL BOOKS

regarded aa one of the
The Kansas text
best laws passed by the famous "Pop" legislature of
1897. It Is one of the fpw "Pop" lawn which have survived. The prices fixed then still prevail.
by
A book commission of eight men Is appointed
the governor and the senate to serve for five years. No
political patty shall hove more than three representatives on this commission. The state superintendent is a
member ex offlcio and chairman.
As soon as the text books are adopted bids are asked for. The contracts are awarded for a period of Ave
years. The publishers are required to have an agent at
every county seat. The publishers all now deal through
a central distributing agency, the Kansas Book Co., located here. There are 105 county seat agents and about
540 others. The law provides that every quality of the
book shall he as good as la sold in other states.
Besides saving a half million dollars to the parents
the law has proven beneficial In other ways. It does
away with publishers' agents harrasaing local school
boards. When cash accompanies an order for books and
this order amounts to over $10, the publishers are compelled to pay the freight. Uniformity of text books In
all the schools in the state has proved another benefit.
When the text book commission changes text
books, the holders of old books can turn them back to
their dealers and receive 50 per cent of their original
cost.
Here !s a list of books used In the Kansas schools,
with a few exceptions, and the prices fixed by the
staie:
35c
New Model Arithmetic, adv. (Belfleld)
25c
Revised Model Arithmetic, el. (Belfield- BOc
Davidson U. 8. History.,
20c
Hyde's Elementary Grammar
Kellogg ft Taylor's Civil Govt
4fc
30c
Natural Primary Geography
75c
Natural Complet Geography
50c
El. Anatomy, Physiology & Hygiene
30c
Intermediate Physiology & Hygiene
23c
New Century , Primer of Hygiene
50c
High School Physiology
Appleton'a First Reader
r,ilt
4.,, h!, . , , .
17c
Appleton's Second Reader....
'. .
23c
,Appleton's Third Reader
30c
Appleton'a Fourth Reader
40c
Appleton'a Flftn Reader..- 50c
Carhurt & Chute's Physics
40c
,
Goodyear'a Bookkeeping. .'
85c:
Seta Complete Business Practice
75c
son)
. 75c
Standard Latin Grammar (Harknessl
60c
Beginner's latin Bk. (Smiley & Stork)

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
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SETS THE PRICE

Speaking of polltica in New York state, the San
Francisco Chronicle says:
"The main 'merest centers In the democratic party,
which, there as elsewhere, is sorely tormented with Internal feuds, and the efforta of different factions of 'Ihe
lunatic class to get possession of the party name ana
whatsoever of good will it may retain."
There Is cne exception to the Chronlcle'a assertion
that the democrats are everywhere tormented with
feuds. They are not so tormented In New Mexico, and
especially not bo tormented In Bernul:Ilo county.- - Here,
It la the republican party In which the lunatic class has
created a feud In Its effort to get possession of the party
name and the good will which the name carries; and
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
the democrats have nothing to do, thanks to the long
continued labors of their orgHn. the morning paper, but 2 HOW IRRIGATION ADDS
to sit back and try to sick the Perfecto Armljo faction
NEW STATES TO THE UNION
against (he regular county and territorial organization. 0 Fortunately for republicanism the Perfecto Armljo feudXKKX00O0O0XXXXXX)O0O0O0X)Ql
ists have Bhown themselves too weak, alike In numbers
Boise, Idaho, Sept. 27. The homeseeker who gets
and leadership, '.o really Injure the organization of the
a home on government irrigated land must be very
party. The Journal will have ita treason for Its pains,
beat all hpw, the settlers are
uiick on his feet. It does
aud the patronage it has been promised by the demo'
coming to Idaho.
crats will never materialize.
There are three big Irrigation projects In Idaho.
These projects are converting Into fertile, tracts an area
nrrvni
i
inc.
of desert equal to nearly three times the tillable area of
The bowlings of the morning paper and the coterie
Rhode Island.
It commands has for months been that the people were
Every acre ot the laud embraced In the two govnot consulted in the selection of candidates. This has
ernment projects one of which is Just completed and
been the charge of the morning paper so frequently that
the other hardly more than started has been entered
no doubt the often repeated words were kept in type to
by a settler.
be handy when needed. Willi someone please say when
The Minidoka project consists 01" a dum across the
the people were consulted as 10 the Perfecto Armljo
Snake river about t5 miles above the Shohone falls. The
ticket tor county offlcea, niHde public yesterday? A
water diverted at this point Is sufficient to supply lioo
convention to name county candidates has not yet been
farms of 80 acri's each. The dam will be finished at the
called, and even had the Perfecto Arniijo gans beeen
end of this month, and this fall the first water will be
leguiarly elected by the majority of the party in the
put on the.-- e 1100 farms.
aeveial primaries, they would have had no r'ubt to
But on every one of the l.lou farms a settler has
name a ticket, for that question was not before the pribeen camping many of them for two or three years
combine put forth a
maries. Yet the Journal-Armij- o
waiting for this water. And there are 300 contests on
ticket about which the people were not conmiltpd and
file, urging I be claims of oilier settlers. In addition to
which was selected and slated by Perfecto Armijo a
are t;nti more set'lers, outside the area emtheso
week at learn before the primaries were held. Will the
braced In the Minidoka tract, who have taken up
republicans of Bernalillo county submit to such an outhomesteads in the deceit, and who expect the Irrigarage? Don't believe it for a moment. Nothing more
tion to spread out to them.
rotten in politics was ever offered to a nauseated AmerAnother bl;j government Iriigation project In this
ican community than this Perfecio Armljo job.
state is located north and west of Boise City, and Is one
of the largest yet undertaken by the reclamation serThe following from the St. Johns. Art., Herald,
vice. It will add two Rhode Islands to the agricultural
shows a true but by no mens alluring picture of our
urea of the 1' lilted States, and wilf support more popsister territory. However, it furnishes a most excelulation (ban the Sal; Luke v'nliev.
lent argument whv the people of Arizona should desire
Of the 372 000 acres to lie reclaimed by this work,
statehood with their more prottiwrous sister. New Mexall but 25 per cent are government lands, the rest being
ico:
"By allowing tax dodgers to work the'r 'eon
But every acre of govowned by the state of Idaho.
games' Arizona ha.-- i contributed most liberally to payernment land has already been filed' upon by an intending expenses of European tours, fine diunem at $l.uuu
ing settler.
Thus there is practically no chance for
the newcomer.
iwr plate,, pala'ial residences In the cities of the states
and in foreign corntries, and lately has begun to aid
The preler.'iire of the settlers Is for the governHer bona title citizens
in paying fines .u the conns.
ment, as distinguished from the stale IrrlgaTion prostay at home, eat whatever they can get, live in any
jects. This accounts for the fact that there are stilll
old kind of hi. axe pay :he taxes and go to the 'pen'
lands 10 be had In the Twin Kails region, while In the
when bailed into cturt, while Arizona herself Is pracMinidoka and the Payene Boise lautU are all filed upon.
tically without adequate public buildings and Is over
The government eng'necrs are doing their work in a
three million dollar, in debt. That's a sorry picture
very conscientious and thorough faction, and their
of our territory
to hand It out is regret able but look
ditches and dams are of a character to last forever. The
around you and see for yourselves If It Is nut pretty
(oki of the wal- -r to tie- - settler Is about ihe same under
nearly fue to llf.V'
each system.
Lands In the povenimein's Minidoka project will cost
New Mexican:
The Yellow Albuquerque Fakir
about $Jii an arte to leclalm. The average Is about the
Journal Is yellower than ever. It glories in the present
same in the Paycre-lioo-regio.i. This cost, which repdissensions between republicans of Bernalillo county in
resents the actual cost of getting the water to the bind
the Itelief that these will prove of pecuniary and finanfor the land li.is no value without it) is assessed on
cial benefit to the pang owning and controlling the sheet.
Ihe settler in ibe form of ten equal annual payments.
It cares noi for principle, it cares not for party, It caies
At the end of leu years ibe settler has his land, and
not lor the people.
the water to go with It. in perpetuity, w ih no charee
or lax except what is needed to keen n the works.
"It don't make no difference nohow," was the deThe latter aw turned over, after the
period,
claration it the learned county superintendent of eduto the laud owners, and they fotm a geiieral associacation, yesterday. In peaking of the fact that the Pertion among themselves and manage the water on the
fecto A riiii jo boilers could not get seals iu the regular
plan. Tin- governnieiil gels hark ull the
lepublicau couuty convention.
money expended,
l
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His Hon.

"A Fellow of Infinite Jest'

rSr

WIDOW BEDOTT

PRICES: 25c, 35c and SOc
POSITIVELY NO FREE LIST
TICKETS

R.R
OSENFIEID'S,

AND

BOUGHT, SOLO

W,

Both

Telephone.
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West Railroad AwnnJ

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

EXCHAK6ED

Association Office
Transactions
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The Williams Dftig Company

Guaranteed
R.R,
i

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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land the comparatively small amount
lest ta depositors of the many
of dollars on deposit. The trust
companies and the banks of many
states have highly satisfactory and
commendnble records. These records
have heen largely made by banks run
entirely by their officers, with little
real supervision by the directors for
such management has been the rule
rather than the exception.

REMAINS OF GEORGE

iu-Ho- n

THE BANKERS

The examiner and the hanking department may be or many not be to
blame. Sometimes they are at fault
In not having discovered conditions
sooner. Hut the examiner can not and
be expected to entirely
Of Pennsylvania by William should not
prevent wrong doing In a bank except bo far as fear of detection may
Barret Rldgely. Comptroldo so. The examiner does hla duty
if he discovers dishonesty and crime
ler of the Currency.
after It Is committed. He can do
nothing until some, perhaps all. the
Philadelphia, Ponn., September 27. harm is done; until the loan is made,
forged note Is In the bank, the
Except from very rare and except- - the
the
fraudulent entry . made,.V and
panics
sudden
lonnl causes, such as
f
,,arnin,
or runs due to false rumors, there
discover fraud. It Is the direct-neve- r
any reasonable excuse for the Tors' business to prevent it. If they do
company. It not. they are guilty of criminal
failure of a , bank or, trust ...
.
tent or almost equally criminal neg- ,,,,,
is almost always me
v., ,rriPf,r rnn ...i, ant ruin a
and Incompetence or bank, unless the directors are his
disable folly
dishonesty and fraud, and often due confederates or his dupes.
combined. When a
i.. all of the
bank does fall, it Is the fault of the BERNALILLO COUNTY
board of directors. Many others may
be to blame, perhaps more than the
DISTRICT COURT
Uliectors, but the final responsibility
upon
management
toe
rests
of bank
directors, and they are to blame, tnat
Refreshed by a half day vacation,
a
aa
board and the during the time of the conventions
Is the whole board
to
blame
members as individuals are
which prevailed yesterday, the terriit they allow trie officers or perhaps torial grand Jury returned to work at
manonly a few of the directors, to bo
3:3(1 ytuterday afternoon and the Uniage, the business of the bank as to ted States grand Jury resumed its
bring 'on Insolvency. It may be the grinding this forenoon. The territorpresident or cashier who commits In ial petit Jury, which also enjoyed a
detail the acts or crimes which wreck recess yesterday nMornoon because
a bank; the directors may be entire- of lack of ready work,, resumed its
ly Ignorant of what Is being done, but lalors again today taking up the case
It lH their fault, if tht?y allow them- of A. W. Clelamd versus Sofle I.. Alexselves to be kept In Igaorance or to ander. The plaintiff n case consisted
be deceived and thus permit It to be In pining in evidence a deficiency
done. It is the duty of the directors Judgment secured by Hannah Harris
of r. batik to keep themselves inform- against the defendant for Z.Um). due
ed about Its business and so to direct on and above a certain Judgment ren
tts uffalrs as to prevent Its failure.
dered In foreclosure of a mortgage, beThe laws under which most joint tween Hannah Harris and Alexander;
stock bauka are organized define the the defendant objected to It ore tbe
duties and responsibilities of direct- ground that the court was without
ors- In practically the same terms. Jurisdiction to make such a Judgment,
The National bank uct provides that there being no law in New Mexico
"The uffalrs of each association shall authorizing it. which objection the
court annulled. The plaintiff then
be managed by not less than five directors." and that "each director showed the assignment of the Judgwhen appointed or elected, shall take ment to Cleland and rested. The dean oath that he will so far as the duty fendant also objtcted to the assigndevolves on him, diligently and hon- ment on the ground that the suit nere
estly administer the affairs of Bitch was In the name of Cleland, and It apassociation, and will not knowingly pearing thai the original Judgment
violate, or willingly permit to be vio- was in favor of Hannah Harris; that
lated, uny of the provisions of this the action was not brought In the
name of the real party In Interest,
title."
which objection the court overruled.
In many cases the federal courts
The defense is based on the theory
have declared that a director's duty that ".he procurement of the assignis not discharged by merely electing ment was without consideration and
ability hat Cleland had promised Alexander
officers of good reputation,
and Integrity to manage a bank and he would secure the assignment of
then leaving the business In their the judgment without cost to Alexanhands. The board of . directors, the der, and promised to turn It over. o
courts, have held. Is bound to mainAlexander, when procured. W. B.,
tain a supervision of the affairs of Chllders represented the plaintiff and
their association, and to have a gen- Nelll B. Field the defendant.
eral knowledge of , the character of
Its business and the manner In which
Case Set nd Patted.
it Is conducted, and to know at leaBt No. 67tl6
'irujillo Brothers vs. Zenon
upon what security its larger lines of
Alderete, October 6.
credit are given.
No. liSiiC Frank Fraccaroll vs. Janicg
The United States supreme court
Dug Ran, September 27.
decision most in point is the case o' No. 6173 R. di Palma vs. J. Weln
Hriggs vs. Spauldlng, which was a
niann, October 2.
suit brought by the receiver of the .no. 71H ixmaciano
vs.
tiallegoH
First National bank of Buffalo against
Michael Mandell et tl, Sep
the defendants as directors, for failtember 28.
ure to perforin faithfully and dill .No. C959 W. S. Fullerton vs. Homer
gently the duties of their offices; that
I.. Stitzer e; al. October 8.
they had failed to call and hold meetCases on tne docket passed were
ings appoint any commute of ex- Nob. 6767. 0863. 6X65, 913, 7063, 6993,
amination; require bonds or make tb41.
personal examination into the con- United States Grand Jury Discharged
duct and management of the affairs
i lie united
states grand Jury com
of the nank, but allowed the execupleted its labors at 2:30 this aftersumanage
it without
tive officers to
noon and was discharged.
The grist
pervision. In rendering its decision, :t Us several days' orK consisted of
the court said, Mr. Chief Justice Ful- live indictments.
ler delivering the opinion:
"Without reviewing the various decisions on the subject, we hold that
directors must exercise ordinary core
andt prudence in the administration
AND
DELEGATIONS
of the affairs of the bank, and that
this Includes something more than
officiating as figure-head- s.
They are
county delegation to
entitled under the law to commit the theThe Lincoln
Las Vegas convention are Charles
bunking business, aa defined, to their
duly authorized officers, but this does Spence, Dr. T. W. Watson, George
.
not absolve them from the duty ol Sena, Clement Hightower, G. W. Prlch-amreasonable supervision,
nor ought
they be permitted to be shielded
It will be noticed that the MeKinley
from liability because of want of county republicans
Chairknowledge of wrong doing. If that ig- man H. O. Bursum, endorsed
of the territorial
norance Is the result of gross inat- republican central
for his
tention." (Brlggs vs. Spanieling, 141 strict adherance tocommittee,
the principles of
U. H., 132.)
the republican party and also that
they appreciate the work done by
hi a great many cases directors Dt legate Andrews In the late congress
pledge themselves to support him
faithfully, conscientiously
and effi- and
In the coming conciently perform their duties. I believe for
the cases of this kind Increase in vention.
number every year. It Is becoming
The Valencia county republicans
more and more common to find ditheir convention at Los Lunas
rectors making or causing to be made held
and elected delegates to the
thorough examinations and audits of yesterday
Vegas convention as follows: Hon.
the bank books, and checking up not Las
Luna. Jacobo Chaves, Ben
only the clerks and minor officials, Solomon
but also the presidents, cashiers and Bibo, Nabor Mirahal, Narctsso Pino,
Fiederlco Sanchez,
managing officers. There are, how- Jesus Sanchez,
Jartuiimo, Itoleslo Romero. Ad- ever, still too many cases where the olfo Sunebez,
Carlos Baca, Jose Sitla- tiiiectors content
themselves
with zur, J. Chav s
ouicers whom they believe
... w uunesi ami competent
and leav- The Socorro county republicans In
itiK eertlilng to them. Fortunately,
convention assembled yesterday
r
"
kln1 of 0ffirer8 are ed delegates to the Lis Vegas eonven- .I
cliouen. the resells obtained are of- - i inn nH a.i inloil rtimit nl ln ii u mill iiiuiIa
..ii .ii. r aa Koo.l as wnen the direct- - 'endorsements decidedly in keeping
org follow up the business
more'wiih party principles and the
There is much to be said In turia! organization. The only Instruc-favoof one man management
of lions given the delegates was to
business, and especially of a here to the unit rule ou all questions,
bank, when you have the right man The convention expressed confidence
in the riKht place. Jt is apt to be lu the honesty and inugrity of Hon.
vigorous,
efficient, and successful. H. O. Uinsuni and endorsed Delegate
Muny of the groat hanks of (he world, Andrews. The delegates to the cones well a?, the most successful rail-- ! ven'lon are H. O. Bursum. A. V.
,
industrial and commercial en-- i ta, J. E. Torres. Domingo Baca,
owe their commanding sue vey Richards. .1 A. Torres, l.eandro
cess to the genius of one strong man, Bat a, J. K. Oiiltith, Manuel S. Pino,
who, by bis force and aigh character, Abruu Abeita. V. K Martin.
iijj
dominated their af- SOME GOOD THINGS TO EAT.
nlrs.
When a board of directors finds'
BOILED TONGUE
such a man. or when he finds himself
VEAL SOUP
uno chooses a board of his own to
VEAL LOAF
Mtpport him, it mal.es a great bank.
COTTAGE CHEESE
In mi si casta evtn where a
great
CERVALET SAUSAGE
fouiu-- i is not chisen,
be directors
SALAMI SAUSAGE
elect to olflce men of high character
BULK OLIVES
l Ilil SMtfii'lelll
uliility.
Allleriean
NEW MILKER HERRING
ba:iks. ciitaiuly since. !h civil war,
GRAPE FRUIT
li:tw l.c u very
sfi!l. The lev
,. mark
jH
' vu of ihe
hi
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
la tne small uuuiber of failures
"Good Things to Eat."
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could he suf-

ficiently fumigated to permit a person entering, so strotii; was the smell
of decomposed human flesh. The remains were placed In a .metallic, casT
ket by Undertaker A. Borders, and
burled shortly after noon at Fairview
The house and its concemetery.
tents were fomigated again this aT
Dead Body of a Recluse Dis- ternoon and a corps of men in charge
or Patrolman Knapp began examincovered at His Hut on
The trousers with
ing the contents.
CUT-O- FF
the money in them were the first
North First Street.
things picked up. The money was'
lying loose In a little canvas sack,
It will require the whole ()r totnor-DECOMPOSITION HAD SET IN row to make a thoroug-.- i search of1 ONE MAN DEAD AND ANOTHER
the effort of the homo nn,l until the
DYING AS A RESULT OF ONE
Job' ts finished a policeman will re
REFUSING TO REMOVE HIS
Facts Point to the Theory That main In charge of 'he premises.
, HAT WHILE AT TABLE.
I the Man Fell In a Fit and
OF
REPUBLICANS
Expired During Night.
Word reached the city last night of
a shooting scrape which took place
SANTA FE
COUNTY at Talben. a grading camp on the
With the lody in such an advanced
,
the early part of the
Santa Ke
state of decomposition that the stench
probably result In the
will
week,
and
arising from It could be detected out HOLD CONVENTION,
NOMINATE death of two men. One, who was u
In the street, the remains of George
COUNTY OFFICERS AND ELECT
f.
Is dead,
timekeeper on the
Tinimis, age about 50 years, a recluse
DELEGATES TO TERRITORand the other, a lalxver, is shot three
living at 1005 North First street, were
IAL CONVENTION.
times and Is thought to be fatally
found lying on- the lloor of the hut In
wounded.
which he lived this morning by thn Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa re, N. M., Sept. 27. Har
The fight was brought on over the
little daughter or Mrs. Kugenio Row
en, who lives In the house next door muny was thu watchword of the re-- ! refusal of the labo'-eto take his hat
to tne llmniis hut. The body was publican convention of Santa Fe conn- - off at the breakfast table. Tho time
night
ty
at the court keeper, who was In charge of the
only partly dressed, and a night cap
held here last
covered the, head, which Is evidence house when a lull county ticket was mess ten, insisted that all huts
delegates
chosen for should be removed at the table,
that the nun had retired, when death nominated and
overtook iliin. The bodv was lying the territorial convention.
"We are nil itenllemen here, and
It
marked tlu. disappearance of fac- - vou will have to U one. too." he said.
face downwards at the side of the
;"
bed, and was partly doubled up as tions that have divided the party of
The laborer, who was a very rough
tiHiugh the death struggles had been the county for several years, and In- - rh urneti.r anau-nrein vnliltuo of
,
of a violent nature, and probably the sures success ot the various candi-- oaths, -- I'll be
If I take my hat
result of a fit, to which the deceased dates at the polls this fall.
off for vou or anv one else."
.....
I.. I.ii H.n
wnn
h I
i. aiij.
uiiiei.ul.nl
was subject, according to his neighroil
With this the timekeeper politely
convention, although, dominated by T.
bor.
removed the laborer's hat. laying it
Tinimis was last seen alive on last B. Catron.
Catron was nominated for legisla down on n bench neurby. Without a
Friday, when he went to the home
the
o Mrs. M. Phelan of 917 North Kim tive council; R. L. Baca, for house; word, the tramp went outside
tent and came back with a gun, and,
for a couple of buckets of wa 1. Sparks and J. Madrli, for county leveling
Ihe weapon at the timekeepfor
ter, and had probably len dead six commissioners; C C. Closson,
'
days when found. At the time ot get sheriff; C. Lope., for treasurer: M. er, fired.
The party bringing the story to the
ting the water, the old man was In Ortiz, for assessor; A. Alarld, for pro- his usual dtmeanor, which was not bate Judge; George Armljo, for pro-- , city said that ho believed that the
very talkative. Mrs. Phelan said this bate clerk; John Conway for siiiierln- - first shot took effect, but without any
show of distress the timekeeper went
morning that he had been coming tendent of county schools.
KORoliitlons were adopted endorsing to his tent and returned In a few nio- there for water for a long time anil
she noticed no change In him on bis I'he administration of the president ments with a pistol. The laborer
visit to her well on Friday. Although and governor. Delegate Andrews and took refuge behind a dump of fresh
Deing the owner of a number of mar also liufsuni. Nothing was said about earth, but not until ho had lieen hit
velous cures, of his own concoction, statehood.
three times hv the timekeeper. The
lutlnr ill,l Qfum nftr 'Ihtt uliiw.ttni?
he was never very well, frequently '
having fliB and other spasmodic Ill
Belen People Return from Denver.
and yesterday morning tho laborer
nesses. However, the fits had been
Col. and Mrs. Wm. M. Uerger came was not expected to live. ,
coming less frequently in recent years In on the limited tills morning on
This Is pretty strong punishment
than formerly. Mrs. Phelan Bald that their return from Denver, wiirre the for not living up to table etiquette,
she had missed him the past few days marriage of their daughter, Ella Mav.
but as he was in the. habit of goinj to Jose E. Chaves took place at St.!
Dun-rna duo
out to the mountains and staying away Murk's Episcopal church on the 17th
several days at a time, she just dis Instant. On their way home they
Wo will make for each child that
posed that his absence at this time stopped at Colcrndo Springs two clays,
was another of his mysterious visits taking In, the JMke's 1'eak Centennial.
a ri,. !no, , nr,t 1. of
u.,K
to the mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Chaves loft Denver on
.
u- A
who
.llowen,
responsible
was
.Mrs.
the evening of their wedding, goliiK
for the discovery or the body, said tast to New a ork City, intending to LUTELY FREE. Bring the baby to
that she had not seen, anybody around stop ovr In Chicago a few days. After our studio at your first convenience.
MIlLETT STUDIO,
the hut for several days and having Mr. Chaves attends to some business
215 West Railroad Avenue.
an intuition that all was not right matters in New York they will lenve
there, Bent her little girl over to see tiie early part of October for a six
WANTED.
what she could see. The child came months' trip to Europe. Col. and Mrs.
a
few
screaming
moments
tack in
Uerger will leave for thedr homo at
At once, boy. about 14 to 10 years
from fright. The hut
a
Belen on the Eli.l'aso train this even old, who desires to learn the printer's
two-rooadobe, sheltered on all sides ing.
trade. Apply at this office.
by small trees. The little girl. In pass
Ing around the house toward the rear,
In
looked
the first window she came
to.i The gagtly scene of the old "man
lying on the floor, half dressed, gave
her a terrific fright. Ie was several
minutes before she could compose herself sufllclent to tell her mother what
she had seen. Mrs. Bowcn notified
1'. W. Teller, cashier at the Continent,
al Oil company's office, which is just
across the street from tne Tlmmls
hut. Mr. Telfer in turn telephoned
Undertaker A. borders. Mr. Borders
called up City Physician Cams 3nd
together they went out to spe the dea.l

FATAL SHOOTING
ON SANTA FE

ASSOCIATION
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Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
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OUR

RUG DEPARTMENT la
revelation to thos who
visit It, becauta of the great variety of Domestic Ruga
from the bett loom.

cut-of-
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The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

l
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PILSENER BEER

,

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone Blk 93

Household Goods

j

n

1

Auto. Phone 292

men

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES

& GO,,

BORRADAILE

one-stor-
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Don't Dltputo with m Woman, j
Especially, If ebe tells you to order
ack of
?
' J
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (It you ebouid
get the order), that you could
flint It, for every flrt-c- l
croet

lwr
goeC

bridles

KMHRISSS. .You trill
find good bread, good blaoulU,

pastry and

Important

most

of

good cheer to greet you when
couio homo for your dinner. Try

bodyi

They found the house closed, every
door bolted and every window fastt-ed. Entrance was Anally gained by
Ur. Carn3 breaking in one of the doors,
The smell of decomposed human flesh
nearly knocked the doctor down. The
police we-- e notified and Patrolman
Knapp was sent out to take charge of
the premises.
Wat It Foul Play?
So completely mortified was the
body that an examination for the pur
pose of ascertaining the cause of
death was considered out of the ques
tlon, and .whether old man Tim in Is
met death at the hatids ot persons
who sought to rob 4im will probably
never be known. However, the mur
der theory is scouted. The general
belief is that death came as a result
of a fit. That Tlmmls had retired
probably Friday night shortly after
getting water at the Phelan home and
that the fit overcame hint tn bed. Dur
ing the struggles brought on by hc
nt, he fell from the bed to the floo
on his face and there died.
The robliery theory .s supported
only by the fact that Tinimis recently
sold a piece of land lying next to the
house he occupied, which was also his,
and thatihugs might have committed
the murder believing that he nail
money secreted In his house.
Some people of the city will reniem
ber the deceased as having had a
great deal of trouble a few ytars ago
with a young son, who was always
running away. Mr. Timmls inserted
.several advertisements for the runa
way Irfiy at the time. This son, now
In his teens, Is supposed to be with
finer brothers living in Kansas.
Timmit Had Plenty of Gold.
With the finding ol close to $'imi
in cash in a pair of dirty trousers
Tinimis had discarded on the night of
his death, the murder theory fades
uway. Anyone murdering the old ma.i
for money could have easily found
this snug fortune, as the trouserr in
which it was found lay on u stool be
side the corpse in plain view. A.
other thing, too, which refutes the
foul play theory is the fact that the
house was" found to be in perfect or
waa In f.s place,
iter.
Ihe money consisted of $440 in gold
$7 in I'uited States currency. H2.f(
English gold and $!.:!
in
silver
Among me oi.i mans etiei-twas
found a broadcloth suit, a pair of new
overalls that had never been worn
and many pieces of clothing in good
condition. A larije number of paint
ings, the work of Tinimis
himself
were found hanging ou the walls ot
Die two small rooms of his house
Another tiling found among the old
man's possessions, which shows tin
eccentricity of the owner, was a hit
mau skull, w hich adot ued, a piomiu- ur jNihiiion In bis Iron! room.
Body Bun d at Fa iview.
Though Ihe holy was
H
cany thib niuuiius
was anuo.si

I

117 Gold Avenue
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EMPRESS FLOUR It tho EmprtM el
all othera.
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M. BERGER,
A

Can You Solve This Rebus?

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M

i

oooocoooaoo

FRENCH BAKERY

Ali the readers of this newspaper are undoubtedly
familiar with the Interesting Kcbuses which have
In The Ladies' Home Journal from time to time.
We have had prepared for us a Rebus on similar lines,
and will give throe prizes or presents of value to tho
first three persons who solve Ihe Rebus correctly. Wo
are sure that Oils Contest will create Interest in every
home reached by the Albuquerque Evening Citizen.
ed

'

213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
2

UUTTKK NUT

FINK LINE OK
CAKES

1JWICAD
Better

The only condition of the contest is that no answers
must be sent in before twelve o'clock noon, October
1st, and no answers will be accepted later than

Than

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

0000K0000000K00
000-000000-0e-

twelve o'clock noon, October 15th.
In writing your answer, write on one side of tho
paper and do not write anything excepting your uiiHwer
to tilt Rebus, your name, street and city address. Address your nnswer to the; Rebus Editor, care of

i

-
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The

FIRST PRIZE $5.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
PRIZE $3.50 MOSQU ETAIRE GLOVES.
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.
SECOND

Always on Hand.

Home-Made- .

telephone

uUIIIIUII

makes

the

dutlet lighter, the caret

let,

NEED

A

dbUUIIIY

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongt your life and
protects your home.

and the worries fewer.
YOU

-

TELEPHONE

IN

VOUR

HOMI

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

oeoeoeoeooe

IfON.B.STKN.rTOETW

9

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe i
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

The Albuquerque Business College
DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL

ENTER AT ANY

TIME-BE- GIN

NOW

Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Businebs Practice
Typewriting
Commercial Law
Banking
Penmanship
Manifolding
Spelling
Correspondence
Business English
New Management
Competent Instructor!
Added Equipment
Fair Treatment
Reasonable Raiet

We secure good positions for our graduates; address
ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
W.

dlsi-over-

hi

r.

LIUItARY UUILOINO.

MHHkon,

Prlnclvml

Alhuqucrquo, Nmw Menlco

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne
Always Ready to Serve

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water
31

1

On Ice

SOUTH FIRST STREET

La Vela dooming Mouse in Connection, 113 West Ltad Avenue

H. O'REILLY & - CO.

LEADING DRUGGISTSMail Orders Filled Same Day Received.

ROTH PHONES

p

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

'
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GREATEST

HUNG

elpn parts, where he went to Rtutly
political systems, Bofnre he got homo
were walking the
the republicans
Moot; now (b democrats nre walking
tho floor. But Mr. Itrynu is a man
of magnetism and a popular Idol. If
n
he had the nrfgnolty of Samuel J.
he would go fnr. For ten years
he has been In the public eye; but
always the question has obtruded.
"Where Is the man's wisdom?"
I heard his first speech In congress.
It was on the tariff Baatlnt's epigrams in eloquent tongue. It set the
house afire. Not one member in ten
had ever heard that stuff before, and
none had ever seen It In so attractive a dress. It stampeded tho Chicago convention In a figure from
Burke's great speech on the regency
bill, and I glvo him tho credit to believe that he never read that speech
and never heard of tho regency bill.
He went tip and down the earth
preaching that the utamp of tho government made the dollar, and It Is
not possible that any other statesman of our entire history ever unloaded so much false logic. If we enn
associate fallacy with the word logic,
as William J. Hryan did in 18!ifi; but
he Is going to cebpso it now with his
Imposslblo government ownership of
trunk lines and his absurd state ownership of local lines.
If tho republicans ould have chot,
en a committee to write the railroad
clnuse of Bryan's Madison Squnro
Harden speech, it conld not have
been constructed more to the advantage of the republican party than
Bryan made it himself. Unless Undemocratic party Is ready to go to
the slaughter on this impossibility,
ab-l
as tlioy went to it on tho
surdity, that party must get a lantern and go searching for n democrat
to nominate in li08.
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AFRICAN PIGMY, BROUGHT

Til-do-

OUR

STAMEN
Those Who Were Not Only
Popular Leaders But Actually Idols.
Some Interesting Facts Gathered
From Pages of Lngllsh History.
Well Presented.
Our
'Washington. D. C. Sopt.
country has produced four brilliant
mm who dazzled their followers and
as popular idols
niMy )e nnnied
Henry Clay, Stephen A. Douglas.
James CI. Blaine rnd William JenWashington and
nings Hrynii.
were in another class, venerated
rather than admired, trusted mow
than loved. Jackson was a military
hero and got to be the head of a party
but he tan not be classed as "a nmn
New Englnnd adrif magnetism."
mired Webster for his giant Intel
loot, dt'splte the laxity of his morals
and the idiosyncrasy of his Integrity.
Tlio south admired Calhoun lor his
exquisite. Intellect and venerated him
for tho Roman austerity of hlg private, character. John C. . Breckcn-ridg- e
was the favorite of an epoch
and Thaddeus Stevens was the Incarnation of nn lden.
Hut. after nil, Clay, Douglas. Blaine
and Urayn are our popular Idols. And
of these Clay was immeasurably the
greatest.
He was not only a great
lie
orator, hut a great statesman,
superb popular leadwas not only
er, but an unrivaled constructive
statesman. He made the war of 1812.
He was the artifice of the miscalled
He saved
'Missouri , Compromise."
the country from revolution and
blood In the real compromise of 1S33.
Ho "wore the mantle of Alexander
Hnmilton as the apostle of the
"American system of protection." He
ngntn averted war by the compro
inise of 1850. His following was the
most devoted army America evef
had. Men loved him to delirium.
Though he was a chaste man women raved about him. He was
without his vices and Corio- -'
lanus without his treason. Thrice
lie was his party's candidate for pros
ident and thrice he was defeated,
hut his fame is the brighter for It,
and he lives In history as the knlght-llemnn In our entire citizenship.
27.
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Grandson In Trade.
Jf.mes O. Blaine's grandson, third
if tho name, Is a clerk in a New York
iiank and gnawing his chains even as
would his grandslre had that great
mm accepted the department clerkship in Washington when, a penniless
vonng adventurer, It was offered him.
)f tnis Blalno of tho third generation It Is remarked: "He would rather
lie United Slates senator than corner
-the markets of the world." It Is
llble that his grand dad would bnvp
mffpred a long hiatus mayhap a
absence in his service In the
senate to corner the markets of New
V'ork for forty-eigh- t
hours. The elder
tilniiic was a born man of affair3, and
in Wall street be would have been a
Midas of tho first magnitude.
Heredity Is a thing we may speculate upon. It is more apparent among
"lorneB and dogs, sheep nnd chickens,
that It Is among human beings. There
Is the myth that Mnrcus Brutus was
he son of Julius Caesar; there Is the
scandal that Anno Boleyn was tho
laughter of Henry VIII; there is tuo
ibsurdlty that Francis Bacon was tho
ion of Queen Elizabeth these concoctions of tho fancy for ho credulous.
per-rotu-

st

The Little Giant.
Douglas, like Clay, sprang from
the lwople..- . Ho did not have the
graceful person, the Ynelllfluent voice,
ol
individuality
the commanding,Clay; but ho was tho greatest de
hater of an age richer in great debaters than any other epoch of our
annals. , He knew no hlstorv but
American history; he was acquainted with no literature but the literature of American politics. It. Is
don lit fill If ho knew whether the
house of Tudor preceded the house
or succeeded the
of Plantagauot
house of Stuart. He probably could
not have told whether William III.
reigned before or after Edward III.
If he ever read a classic, he kept
that fact to himself. There Is not a
poetical quotation in all his Bpecchcs.
He was devoid of the sense of humor. Uut on the stump he was
matchless, and in the senate, that
contained Toombs and Davis, Fessen-de- n
and Sumner, Benjamin and Crittenden, Seward and Chase, he was
the first, personality and the strongest man.
Douglas might have been president
If lie had organized his folowlng In
ISC').
But the fact is that Douglas
did not court the nomination in 1852
or 185C. He felt that the senate was
his field, and he was right. Men
loved him devotedly. He was approachable and convivial. He lived
fiiHt and died early. 1 shall not speculate upon what might have been had
lie survived the war. Would he have
acted as did Iogan or would he have
done as did TUden? Would he havi
sustained Lincoln In suspending the
Constitution for the preservation of
the Union? It does not require a
very vivid imagination to speculate
that bis death was as necessary to
the triumph of the Union arms aa
What If ho
Htonuwall Jackson's.
had led the political revolt that
headed?
.
i
The Plumed Knight.
James G. Blaine was more loved by
bis following than Douglas was by
bis, or Bryan's by his; but men did
not idolize him as they did Clay. He
was In congress while Grant, Thomas. Sherman and Sheridan wore in
the field, but none of these was the
popular idol. Blaine was. Conkling
was nn abler man. Carpenter was
an abler and a more brilliant man
Morton a stronger man; but the
young guard everywhere swore by
"the man from Maine." Ben Hill un
lmrsed him in the famous debate, but
he r merged from it "a plumed knight
who threw his shining lance full and
fair in the brazeu late of treason."
Carpenter set him upside down and
Thurnian turned him Inside out In
the great debate on the disposition
jf the proceeds of "the, Geneva
award." but the galleries rose to him.
No other man of his day could have
survived the "Mulligan letteis," and
it Is a tribute to the man that millions of hla followewers never read
them.
Ho would have been president had
be obeyed his own Instincts. Ijite
In 18X4, against Ills own Judgment, he
was dragged to the middle west. He
insisted that the battlo ground was
Now York uud was kept in Ohio and
Indiaua the ten daya that would have
made New York safe. There was u
fatality In it, and maybe a beneficent
that Clay and Douglas
IMoviilenee
uud Blulne nil failed in the ambition
to bo president. v
'
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Some Facta of Heredity.

Let .us take the family of

Planta-gene-
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STATES, IS FREED FR

Cooking
Oysters

BEAST,
SO
MORE MAN THAN
A
NEGRO PREACHERS RAISED
HOWL-- HE
LIKES ICE CREAM,
HAD THREE
SODA AND HAS
CANNIFROM
WIFES SAVED
BALS.

'

Special Correspondence.
New York, Sept. 27. Freed from
hlg cage In the monkey house or the
New York Zoological park. ()!a lb
the South African pigmy, more
man than beast, now roves nbout the
park grounds.
Ota Bengn was taken from a cage
after a delegation of negro clergymen had declared that hla Imprisonment and exhibition in a zoological
museum was nn outrage. The pigmy
was brought to this country recently
by Samuel P. Verner, an African explorer, who found him two years ngo
In tho hands of a hostile cannibalistic tribe of the Baschild. The pigmy
was to bo served as tho piece de re:
slstance at a feast. Verner bought
him from the cannibals with a bit
of calico and n string of beads, nnd
the little fellow became his willlig
servant.
Ota Benga was the son of a pigmy
chief, and though now only 2,1 years
His
old. has been married twice.
first wife was eaten up by cannlLaln,
and the second one died from tho
sting of an African viper, which Ota
later raptured and for vengeance
brought with him to the New York
Zoological park, where ho will pass
the remainder of his life In captivity.
After Ota had been rescued, Verner Intended to return him to his
own people, but circumstances prevented this and having the littlo
chap on his hands, the explorer had
to bring him along whim he was called to this country. The Zoological
society agreed to relievo the explorer
and a big cnge was built for Ota, who
Is four feot eleven inches high and
does not look unlike the average ne
gro.
There was such a storm of indignation among the negroes over tho
little African's Imprisonment that he
was finally emancipated.
Ota has learned to speak about 100
words of English.
He is good
friends with tho ring tailed monkeys and Dohong, the orang.ontang
In tho park, is his pal. When they
are together they grunt a strange
lingo, nnd seem to understand ench
other.
Ota has a great fondness for silver
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Oysters have
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Tho beet of cooks cannot

get up a dish thrt la fit to

V

fla-

the dish satirf. ng and appetiz

Ay"

from the soggy, "doped,

c.--.t

wif.l.;--ah-

y

Oysters shipped in tho dirty wooden tubs, nil the '.aste and flavor of
such Oysters Iiavo been utterly sapped and drained before yoii
jt

t

But trko Sealshlpt Oysters from the Patent Camera and al
moat any old kind of a cook can get up a dish that will taste pood
them.

because under tho Sealshlpt Carrier method of shippl
and taste of the Oyster Is fully retained.

V

the full flavor

Sealshlpt Oysters aro good raw, delicious fried, flue In 'stewh,
soups, in pies, smtnered, scalloped, good any way you want them.
4

'N't.. 1"

Give thorn Sealshlpt Oysters in some form and every member of the

family will pralpo your cooking.
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Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

H

THIS IS OTA BENGA.
money, and It is only wben he la sen- erously tipped that ho, will pay any
attention to wlilto men. He enrly
learned that he could exchaage his
money for a fuzzy white drink called
ice cream soda, which ho drinks in
largo quantities.''
He has not yet reached tho stage

when Pitt explained to wondering four generations of the Adams Carrily
French statesmen how Buch a man all distinguished tor Intellect nn'd
could fill so great a place In the Ed;-llsThe laic W. C. P. Breckluiidse
public, ho said: "You have not was the grandson'Of William C. Pre?-- I
been under the wand of the magician." ton, himself a magnificent orator, situ
Fox Was a direct descendant of Char-lc- s tho grandson of tjta father f. Patrick
II by a child of the left hand, and Henry. Thomas Jiffr-rsoti- ,
Jehn Ran-- 1
If Goorge III could have had his fond- dolph of Itoanok?, John Marshnll and
est desire, an aunt of Fox' would Robert E. Lee all sprang from a
have been Queen of England. Had It Hamlolph who liourltbed in Vlrgiaia
been so, there would hava been no In the colt ilel period,
j
American revolution In 177C.
But the theme 'a HmltlcsR, rnd yet
In our country there have been two I cannot but tliii'k tbnt all .other pedigrees aro base .compared with that
families conspicuous for Tioredity
Marshall and Adams. This Mr. Hawes, In tho Oospel of Matthew, where a
who Is tne first orator, of Missouri, is line is traced through more than two
tin! nephew of Thomas F. Marshall; score generr ttons.
'the first orator of Kentucky, who
Wi:h what contempt must Isaac of
was the nephew of John Marshall, tho York have looked down tin the house
tlrst Jurist of America. There are of Plantagenet.
h

K

of civilization which calls for tobacco, liquor or candy. He also abhors clothes, and though ho was formerly used to raw meat, he now pre-

Contractor end Builder

fers welkcooked beef.
The little African longs for a third
wife. An American
girl ha s no
charms for him.
WA3

First-Clas-

Colic,
But Cured by Chamberlain's
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.'
"When my boy tvns two years old
ho had n. very severe Attack of bowel
complaint, but by tho use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Hemedy we brought him out all right,"
says Maggie Hickox of Midland, Mich.
This remedy can be depended upbri in
tlio mo3t severe cases. Even cliolera
Infantum is cured by it. Follow the
plain printed directions and a euro is
certain. For sale by all druggists,

M

h

H

Outside Building Orde s Solicited and Work
Guaranteed

A VERY SICK BOY

.

References Given
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Albuquerque,
'
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There's Work for you
in California....

o

Miss Helen Finch of South Second
street Is entertaining Miss Bessie Overbids of Santa Fc.

-

'i'

classes of labor may
find steady employment
in San Francisco. Top-notc- h
wages; higher than
eastern scale. Perfect
climate. Construction work possible at a season
when it ceases elsewhere. Invest $25.00 in, a
railroad ticket on sale via Santa Fe, every '
day until October 31, 1906, inclusive.
Illustrated leaflet showing
r. C. PURDY, Agent,
rite of wag. frte to those
AH
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and go back no farther, the
Black Prince, a splendid hero
t'oietiers nnd Crecy tell the victory
jvas the B""n of" ona of the greatest
,
kings who ever wore tho English
ami the father of one or the weakest kings of English history. What
a glorious story Is that of Henry V
Shakespeare's Princo Hal. His queen
was that Kate of Franco who was the
ancestress of the house of Tudor, a
grand-damof Queen Bess, and yet
the son of England that she and "Hal"
gave the English throne was that nan-les- s
weakling, Henry VI, w'no, though
lilo nuM-wn .this 'hprnln Afnrpirnt nf
Anjou, perished miserably before tae
arms of tho "White Hose.'"
William the Silent was the first
statesman of a grand epoch, and his
son, Maurice of Nassau, was the most
accomplished soldier of a generation
that produced Splnola. What an
family It was that hourg ofOrense! William HI. of that line,
whom Macaulay considered the great-- .
est man of his time, had coursing his
yeins tho bloods of Orange, Bourbon,
Plantagenet, Stuart, Tudor, Lorraine,
man In proThere is no finer-bre- d
fane history, few great statesmen, anj
stronger soldier. Marlborouglrs
son died early, but Berwick was his
nephew, tho marshal of Louis XIV,
who was more like Bayard tnan any
other, and none of us can riad the
history of his defense of France from
the attack from the direction of Sa
voy without reminder of Robert E.
Lee. A difference Is that Lee failed
and Berwick succeeded. What a
different story history would tell if
Berwick had not been barred from the
English throne by the
If
Arabella Churchill, Instead of Ann
Hyde, had been tho wedded spouse
of James II, in all probability the
Stuart dynasty would now be regnant
in the British tmpire. Charles Edward, hero of battle, and "Prince
Charley," of sung, was Berwick's nop-heand a direct lineal descendant
of that Duke of Guise who restored
Calais to France by one of the most
heroic feats in the annals of war.
Another strikiug example of heredity Is that of tho two William I'itts,
and theso wo may supplement with
Heeler Stanhope, of the third generation, grauddaugliter of the great Chatham. It would be hard to tell who
was the greater man or greater orator,
the first or second Pitt. Both ruled
England when England could only be
ruled by eloquence. Their groat rival,
Henry Fox. and tho mora eminent
CiiiirU-James, father anil son, also
present a marvelous example of heredity. We are told that the youngest
rox was the greatest parliamentary
debater who ever Broke our tongue,
and we can readily believe it after
reading his crushing reply to Pitt in
the debate on the breach of the treaty
of Amiens. Not so learned us Burke,
not so brilliant as Sheridan, perhaps
not go eloquent as his rival, tho yoiiiis-re- r
Pitt, In reply he was tho greatest
orator our tongue has known. He was
tne most lovable man In the worm,
despite the wors t training in Hie
world. Beared by a fond father, who
could deny him nothing, at sixteen h
was a complete reprobate. Before he
was thirty he had dissipated in rlot-- ,
oub living one of the must opulent private fortune in Europe. An Inveterate gambler, bo was ever unfortunate
at hazard, and would rather be cheat
jed at pbiy than not to play at all.
He w as a druukard and a roue, auJ
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as with joyous hearts and smilinpj faces they romp and play when ia health
and how conducive to health tho sanies in. which they indulge, the outdoor
life they enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and
the wholesome diet of which they should partnke. How tenderly their health
should be preserved, not by constant medication, bv.t by careful avoidance cf
every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature and if at any time a
remedial acnt is required, to assist nature, only those cf known excellence
should be used; remedies which are pure and wholesome and trulv beneficial
in effect, like the pleasant laxativ e remedy, Syrup of Fis, manufactured by
the California Fi Syrup Co. Syrup of H;? has come into general favor in
many millions of well informed families, .whose estimate of its quality and
excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
Syrup of Fis has also met with the approval of physicians generally, because they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
by an original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and presented in an agreeable svrup in which the wholesome Californian
blue figs are used to prornote the pleasant taste; therefore ii. is not a secret remedy and hence we are free to refer to alt well ir.fermed rhysicians, who do net
approve of patent medicines and never favor indiscrim inate
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
of Figs always has the full name of the Company
California Fi Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package and that it n fer sale in
bottles of one size only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
.cent size, or having printed thereon the name of any other company, do not
accept it. If you fail to get the genuine you will not get its beneficial effects.
Every family should always have a bottle on hand, as it is equally beneficial
ior me parents ana me uuiuien, wnenever a laxative remedy h required.

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR Af D FALL FESTIVAL, LA3 VEGAS,
N. M. Rate $4.00 i'v. the round i ip. Tickets on tale September 24 to
27. Return limit, September 29. 1306.
INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AN.'. HORSE SHOW. ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
September
Rate $30.75
the round trip. Tickets on sale Sep.
tember 22 to 26 inclusive. Final return limit October 1, 1906. This
limit can be extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
on payment of 50 cents.
AMERICAN ROYAL LfVE STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY, MO., October
1906.
Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale October
5 to 9 inclusive. Return limit October 15. This limit can be extended
by depositing ticket with Joint Agent on payment of 50 cents.
i
BIENNIAL MEETING, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS,
1906.
NEW ORLEANS. LA., October
Rate $38.50 via Kansas City
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston cr Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sale every
day until September 30th. Also om way rates to points in the North,
west, South and West.
(
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PURDY, Agent, Albuquerque

Mormon Conference
at Salt Lake City

For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickets to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10.
Tickets on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.
s
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PURDY, Agent.
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$ .75

Colo. Phone Hod 177
Albuquerque, N. M.

Automatic Phone 474
Watt

St. Louis
HoMon

D. EMMONS
The Furnlluic Man

Carnar Coal and Baeond Bt.
aznd

viaduct

tree. TIip man asked him why he
ranie to that place- and before Uenevldas could answer, his assailant
struck him in the face. Tho man
then seized the ax which Dcnevidas
was carrying, and raised It to decapitate him. Ilonevidas fled toward
Santa Fe leaving bis burros behind.
The Insane man did not follow him.
Uenevldas asserts that Lobato ts
running wild through the hills and
ought to be taken into custody before he Injures some one or does himself harm. Captain Fornoff will Investigate tho affair and if there Is an
insane man at large, he will- - arrest
him. It Is said that Lolato has been
In. tho county Jail for similar work
but that he was so uncontrollable
and noisy that he made a poor prisoner and while In prison, it Is asserted, ho attacked the other prisoners so that it was necessary to keep
him in solitary confinement.

TRINIDAD WANTS!
THE SANTA FE

SHOPS
dispatch from Trinidad, dated
September 25, says: The Santa Fe
Railroad company has begun work
here 011 what niay prove to be the beginning of a plan to move the shops of
that company from Raton to this city.
While the officials connected with the
company will not discuss the matter,
still the work that has been commenced Indicates that there Is something In the wind. Ground b;yj been
cleared southeast of the freight depot
and six stone or brick engine stalls
will be erected there at once.
The present depot will be torn down
and a new one eu'.it tarther west. New
tracks will be put in and Trinidad
will, so It is rumored, be made the end
of the division from La Junta.
The shops of the company would originally have been located here In
stead of at Raton had it not been for
the antagonism that existed between
the company and the city. The bitterness Is not now In evidence.
Trinidad is the natural location for
the shops and when the new water
works system Is completed there will
be an abundant supply, which has
betn lacking heretofore.
A

ed

very fair
building at Ash Fork tnat
idea may be obtained of tit lamlsome
appearance it will present. ,he building, the walls of which are Jeiniorced
concrete, will have a fronta-of more
than 400 feet. On one end there will
be. a freight . of
thro stories. The
building wnl be equipped with a large
number of rooms, each with a bath
and the most up to date

6 10
9 9

WE CLAIM

1

Batteries: McGtjrun and Noonan;
Cameron, Dolan and O'Neill.
At Philadelphia
R. H E.
S
Pittsburg
9 2
0 6 3
Philadelphia
Phelps;
Ilatteries:
Willis
and
Rlchey, Dooin and Crist.
R. H. E.
Second game
Pittsburg
8 9 i
Philadelphia
6 10 0
Lelfteld
Hatteries:
and Peiti;
Moser, Dooln and Crist.
At New York
R. II. E.
4
9 2
Cincinnati
New

York

6

8

New

York

2 7
0 10

Eubnnks, Pnyno
Ilatteries:
Schmidt; Hogg, Doyle, McGuIre

weakened bridge. The letters are
spoiled and In some Instances the ad-- '
dresses are obliterated entirely. The
envelopes on a maurity of the letters have come apart, the moisture
causing the mucilage to lose Its adhesive qualities.
The addresses cn some of the let-lecan be read with ease, whilo on
others they are blurred ana uejuim
cyphering. Some of the mall, ttm
which cannot bo distinguished, will be
returned to the sender If the name
and address can be deciphered. The
first class mail that cannot be identified is being taken to the dead letter

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corner rirst Mtraat and Tljaraa Avenue

Albuquerque
write For Agency.

MEALS

i

There

S

and
and

Are
Many

Klelnow.

R. H. E.
At Chicago
Chicago
2 6 0
0 6 1
Boston
Batteries:. Walsh and Sullivan;
ODerlin and Armbruster.
Fine
R. Il.E.
At St. Louis
J V'
0
9
5
St. Louis
Washington
.....1 6 2
given us not only as to the
Powell and O'Connor;
Battwlcs:
splendid results of
BAD LUCK PURSUED'
Hardy and Wakefield.
R. II. E.
At Cleveland
5 9 2
Cleveland
Hot Water and Steam
3 4 2
DEMIKB HOTEL KEEPER Philadelphia
Systems
Hatteries: Joss, Clarke and Bemis;
Schuman, Berry and Byrnes.
LOSING HIS WIFE, HIS DAUGHTER
but alsd as to the satisfactory
'
AND HIS PROPERTY, JOHN
Western League. .
manner in which
R. H. E.
LESTER 8EEKS DEATH
.'
At Omaha
alt of our work
2
5 3
Omaha
BY POISON.
operates.
'.
6 8 0
Sioux City
Batteries: Dodge and Gonding;
A Are In the Lester rooming bou3C Hall and Pettlt.
We Are
.
R. II. E.
At Lincoln
at Denting about 10 o'clock Sunday
Heating Experts
2
7
0
. ..
morning damaged that place to the Lincoln
Why Not
0 4 2
Moines
Des
Ia
ak,
?!,C0C
It
extent of over
anj seemed for Batteries: Eylcr and Zinrau;
lOIISUIl US I
IDtM. Botlen ami
a while as if the entire house, If not
AMERICAN
Radiators
and Wolfe.
R. II. E.
most of the block was doomed, but
Second game
fi 3
4
by bard work on thepart of the deI STANDARD PLUMBING
r.lnrnln
partment, aided by the earnest efforts Des Moines
3 7 1
1 & HLYIINli lUittfANY
of the most of the citizens, the Are
was finally gotten under control and
RETURNED TO ROSWELL WELL
the property saved.
1 be house
was fully Insured, but
PLEASED WITH VISIT HERE
t 1 loss and damage to the furniture
The Pecos valley representatives
a
a
complete, as' there was no iusur-- at the New Mexico Sheep Breeders
i
? on the latter.
and Wool Growers' association at
Fae owner of the property, John Albuquerque have about all returned.
Dr. 'WllllniiiK' Indian Pile
I J.iter, an old Confederate
veteran, H. A. Crawford of Carlsbad and Arointment will cure Uliml,
Hulling
E
and
llluittlnir
respect
who has always held the
and thur Ingram, A. Vm Garrett, Mr. MilI'tlcH.
lmliHorliHttietuuior.
confidence of that community and ler, Mr. Mathewsou, C. C. Martin, A.
lluya the ltctiliiK at mice, acta
many are the words of sympathy and D. Long and Charles de BremomTre-turne- d
ft a rxinUlro. ir'vin Instant re
iki. Dr. W'iUtiiniM'lndlnnl'lluUlnt. condolence heard uttered in his
Sunday on autos, says the Ros- input irtnruDAred for Pi Irs mull irhat this his latest misfortune.
Ing of Iho prtviun purl. Kvrry box Is
well Record. They report that tho
Mr. Lester has a largo family "of meeting was a great success, and that
varranltul. Bv Urin clxtn. hy ninll on re- prlre, AO
crlpt
of
nml Sl.oo, MILIUMS
children, and about one year ago. lost a territorial association was formed MANUFACTURING
CO.. l'ropa. WevcIaiiU. Ul.to.
his wife by deata. Since that his only which will affiliate with the national
grown daughter die if and .now this association and thereby secure many
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
tast misfortune stems to liave proven benefits. A representative to the natoo much for the old veteran and Mon- tional gathering was appointed. Hon.
day night it Is, stated on the streets Solomon Luna is president, Harry F.
that ho has lost his reason and has at- Lee of Alimquerque secretary and A- tempted suicide by taking poison. treasurer of the new territorial assoDoctors are working over him in an ciation. AI. Garrett and Chas. de
attempt to save his life.
Bremona are committeemen- from built up like a stone wall
Chaves county, and Ed. Crawford and
one stone at a time. In the case
C. T. Adiins hold similar positions
CABRA
SPRINGS
from Eddy county.
of the stono wall so It Is with a for
tune, tho Btart and tho first few ad
PROPERTY SOLD
ditions seem Insignificant, yet they
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors,, No,
are as important as any part of toe
209 West Railroad avenue. Is prestrncture.
pared to give thorough scalp treatot
A majority of the fortunos
TUCUMCARI
CAPITALISTS THE ment, do hair dressing, tre- -t corns,
successful men liavo been built up
Shw
bunlonB and Ingrowing nails.
PURCHASERS GRANT TO BE
from small beginnings. Thcso men
gives massage treatment and manicurCOLONIZED.
bejean right. Thry saved a part of
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
According to tho Tucumcarl Times of complexion cream builds op the
their income by having a bank acVV. K. Buchanan, W. A. Jackson,
count. They discovered early In
W. skin and Improves the completion,
V. Fuiia and others closed the deal and is guaranteed not to be injurious.
life that a -- ank account Is valuable
to a young man who is trying to
Monday for the sale of tho Cabra Sne also prepares a hair tonic that
save his money.
springs ranch near Cuervo, for the cures and prevents dandruff and Tialr
consideration of $150,00(1. The pur- falling out; restores life to dead hair;
chasers intend to put the tract upon removes moles, warts and superfluous THE BANK OF COMMERCE
the market for colonizing purposes hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
MEXICO
NEW
and will sell It out in any amount cure and pimple cure and pile cure. ALBUQUERQUE,
wanted.
All of theje preparations are ptireiy
W. F. Buchanan and W. A. Jackson vegetable compounds. Have Just ad-- :
Everybody's
friend Dr. Thomas'
returned from Cuervo Sunday where ded a vibrator machino for treatment
they closed the deal for the sale of ot scalp, faco and euro of wrinkles, Electric Oil. Cures toothache, earCabra Springs ranch, which compris- It Is also used for rheumatism, pains ache, sore turoat. Heals cuts, bruises,
es about co.ooo acres.
scalds. Stops any pain.
and massage

Testimonials

.

S

I

AT ALL HOURS

CONNECTION.

BuUlD-

-

RIO GRANDEJLU1VIBER

Rooming House

.

315 8outh Second Street
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two

Blocks From Postoffice.
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

NEAR

H.

CO.

Gt nfal Bail ding Supplies

The New York Saloon and

ROOMING

Upaalalty
Altaqasraie, n.

m

IN

Flrct Street.
Opposite 8anta Fe Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

ELITE

ot railroad track.

.;ui

.

.

Itapalra on Mining ana aam Machlnary

Foundry east aid
BAR

Machine Works

. MALL, mpriatar
Iron and Brass Casting: Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars: tiaftbja
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Froata tat

No. 209 South

THE

Foundry and
.

Lodging House

u

d

Prices.

White House Restaurant and

bo-ha- lf

MAIL BEING RECEIVED
FROM ROCK ISLAND WRECK
The mail matter that was in the
Rock Inland train at Dover, Ok.,
the other morning, Is being distributed
to different parts of the country now,
and it all shows the effects of the
soaking It received in the awtul wreck
caused by the swollen stream and the

at Reduced

2

0

'

Harness

!

N. T. Armljo Bldg.

R. H. E.

'

-- AND-

P. B. BCHWENTKER,
Room

-

-

Vehicles

ht

Batteries: Hall and Schlel; Taylor,
Wiltse and Uresnahan.
American League.
At Detroit
Detroit

'

1st. Tho most complete policy covering as It does life.
accident and health insurance
2nd. Tho lowest death rale f any old lino company ot
same ago and size.
3rd. Large annual dividends.
4th. Absoluto security. In addition to tho reserve re
quired by law, tho stockholders are held personally
liable for the Company's debts.
years of honest dealings with our
5th. Thirty-eigpolicy holders.

2

Oil

The building will contain, besides
the passenger station of the railroad
the Harvey eating house, which will
he Installed on a particularly pretentious scale. It is said that this build
ing will be one of the Quest along the
line west of Kansas.
Arrangements have also been male
for a handsome and commodious uotol
awd station building at Prescott, in
Vhich particular attention has been
given In the plans to convenience and
architectural appearance
The suggestion has been made that
the Southern Pacific and the Santa
Fe combine in the erection of a new
union station at Phoenix which would
be creditable to both the railroads
and the town.

1

CK)9aaX0)CO9jOaXOKi

Life Insurance Co.

Gil-Io- n

WORK PROGRESSES ON
NEW ASH FORD DEPOT
so
Work has already
rapidly on the new Sauc Te depot
pro-'jas-

GAMES.

National League.
At Brooklyn
P. II. E.
Chicago
12 22 i
Brooklyn
7 13
0
turneries:
overall, vsainti anu
Kling; Eason, Wliltlng and Hitter.
At Iloston
R. It. E.

.90
. . ... 1.25
limit to iba number, bay all yea will need for ytart
Tale phone orders delivered on approval

J.

AOS fEVZN

The Pacific Mutual

LESS THAN FACTORY COST
yard length Brussels, with fringe
yard length Velvet, with fringe
yard length Moquctte, with fringe

CITIZEN.
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?

Great Carpet Remnant Sale
151
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SCREEN DOORS

Both Phones

Third and MarquetU

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

Wo have received a car load of LlRhtnlnjr presses and In order to eU
HOUSE them Tight out wo will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost W
us and car load freight

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenut.
D. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

lj

Rico Hotel and Bar
No. 111 North First Street
DINELLI A LENCIONI, Proprietors,
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

PIONEER BAKERY
Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

BALLINO,

g,,

v

J.

KORBER

&

PRESCRIPTIONS

.'

and Retail, Albuquerque

Wholesale

CO.,

WE FILL

WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

'

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

2Q3 WEST

At Consistent

NEXT
COMMERCE.

Pticcs

RAILROAD

10

AVE-RU- E,

OF

BANK

o

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
HVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER. STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CUTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

fortune should be

THIRD STREET

General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso

and 8alt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street

Next to Walton's drug store, Bout
Third street.

W. E.

All Kinds of Fresh

line and gaa stovee repaired.

THE CELEBRATED

with Ilaaoe

0.

W.

Strong's Sons

First

8t ' ;

M.

rOTI a GRAOI

UNDERTAKERS

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Haj
Qraln and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders tor
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
7

MONUMENTS
201-21-

1

N. Second St., Botk Phones.

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone. 199.

Mauser.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

Bottled In Bond.

j

&

Office, 115 North

STRONG BLOCK.

,

MELINI & EAKIN

MAUGER

VJOOL

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Meat Market

L. II. SHOEMAKER

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, iM
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
J00 North Broadway, corner or Wn
Ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

ts

office.
One of the

letters taken from
pouch roccived at Wichita. Kansas,
12,U(M) In checks.
contained
It was
directed to the National Hank of Commerce and was received In good order
except for a slight dampness that did
not lnjuro the checks.
CRAZY

MAN

a

ATTACK

ED WOOD

CHOPPER

MOUNTED POLICE A8KED TO FIND
AND ARREST CATALINO LO
BATO, WHO IS RUNNING
AMUCK IN HILL8.
a
.vianui'l lti'iiuviiias, wtio earns
llv lihood by packing wood on burros

to tho city from the hills to tho
north, was attacked by an insane man
(bis morning, aloin three miles from
the city and forced to fleo to save his
lm, leaving bis burros and ax
says the New Mexican.
lie reHrted the affair to the mounted K)llce and asked that his assailant
be arrested. He believes the man who
attacked him is Cat u lino Lobato, wbo
is known o be mentally unbalanced
and who has been In custody before
because of his strange actions. According to the story s told to fTie po-le, (lame warden W. I'. Griffin, acting fs interpreter, Uenevldas as driving his burro through the f.othills
this morning when be was suddenly
u
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IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUKR-in- a.

AT TIIK JUNCTION OF TUB MAI.V
kUfX (IF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
aBT AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSA8
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGEIJ5S, AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,U0
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE' ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MnX, CAPACITY 1C0 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THIIEE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WQCL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY
nr CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
a8 A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
If-

IO SO vc

M.f

osooooososooaoosj

MSOJaoOCC

TO BELEH, N. M.

COME

BaHaHHaHaaBaaaaBaaaksnasHKaMMaaaaaaaaaBaa

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Pres.

WM. BERGER,

.ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-TIIIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

K000OaCKNaK0a0
K0K0Of)0KK0000
A Railway Center

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y.

oaoaooooaaoCHsoo
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New

PERSONAL

The Iwo brass IihipIh In attendance
at the convention and rump meeting
yesterday kept up a pretty lively
It
K. H. Hickford of Uke Valley Is In racket during the proceedings, and
la band concert, which was
the city.
After a sojourn of several weeks In much enjoyed.
California, Miss Nellie Brewer has
It was learned thin morning that
returned to Alhuiiucrquc.
democratic party will put a ticket
Tho Brotherhood of St. Paul will the
hold a meeting at the Lead Avenue In the field for the county offices. The
Methodist Episcopal church at 8 county central committee will hold Ina
meeting shortly and Issue a call
o'clock tonight.
Among the Kutbts at the Alvarado the regular way. in accordance with
Is K. C. Schrader.
of tho United law.
States .geological survey, now operatThe Evening Citizen Is printing
ing In New Mexico.
Oiif Men's Women's and Children's Shoes harp room enough
circulars, announcement of the
Hon. Solomon Luna' returned to the
attending the republican and democratic Jolut com,clty this Horning
.where it In needed, while they HI bhiir in the proper places.
Valencia county republican convention mittee on statehood. It la a valuable
No tuiKKy wrinkles or uly outlines. Instead,
their perfect
held there yesterday.
document and W'. B. Childers, chair-na- n
receiver for the
Krltr Mueller,
of the Joint statehood coiumlt-ee- ,
shape gives a trim look to tho foot and It naturally follows that
will see to It that these circulars
United Slates land office nt the terthoKtmerits will pleaHc the eye.
shoos pnssoKFliiK
ritorial capital, was a visitor In Al- are properly dlnirlbuted.
'
'
buquerque yesterday. '
',,
tv
We guarantee the quality.
C'Iihs. P. Jones and WVn.
Handsome delegate badges for the
of Santrf Rosa', who'took In tho terriIas Vegas territorial republican conMen's Talent Colt Shoes
$3.50 t0 $4.00
torial fair here, slopped over at Las vention are In the hands of the
Vegas en route to Santa Rosa.
Men's Vlcl Kid SlioeH
printer and will bo turned over to
$2.50 to $4.00
Albuquerque council, No. 641, ol Delegate Andrews tomorrow. The
.
Men's Calfekln Shoes
$2.00 to $3.50
the Knights of Columbus, will hold
work is being done by the job deregular meeting tonight at 8 o'clock partment of The Citizen Publishing
Women's Tatem Kid Shoes
$3.00 to $5.00
In the council chambers In St. Mary's .'ompany.
Women's Vict Kid Shoes
$2.50 to $5.00
hall.
A meeting of the ladles' Aid sociWomen's Dongola Shoes
$1.60 to $2.25
At the Perfeeto Armljo meeting
ety of the First Methodist churcl
esterday the following gentlemen
Shoes for Iloya and'Glrls
$1.00 to $2.50
was held this afternoon at 2:3(
vere chosen as delegates to the
o'clock, at which officers were elect-- ;
convention: Ellas S. Stov--- r
ed for the ensuing year.
of Albuquerque, George 8. Klock
H. B. Wallenhorst, who Is employ
)f Albuquerque, Frank W. Clancy of
ed at the firm of Schwartzman
Albuquerque, Toman R. Duran of Old
up
SAUCES AND CONDIMENT8.
Is
With,
and around again after
Frcdcrlco Chaves of
being sick eight weeks at the Sisters Albuquerque,
3arelas.
sanitarium with typhoid fever.
The Woman s Home end Forelgr.
mien purchased at P. F.' Trotter's
'
"It don't make no difference,
grocery store, are sure to brine the Missionary society of 'the Presbyter
Is a saying credited to County
will meet tomorrow after
ian
church
right flavor' to all dishes Into which noon In the church parlor, corner o. School Superintendent Stroup, and It
ill go thundering down the
th?y enter. This Is becauso we al- Fifth street and silver at 3 o'clock.
ways procure toe best manufactured.
The regular meeting of the mis-- ' if higher education for many years
0 come. . It was made by the school
e And out first what brands art re- slonary society of the Congregations
T.: N.
at! superintendent to Attorneywas
held
this
chijrch
afternoon
liable and personally guarantee them. the residence of Mrs. S. M. Porter-field- , Vilkerson, who was one of Precinct
6 delegates to 4he regular repwbll-:a- n
616 East
Iron avenue, at !
convention yesterds. Mr. Stroup
o'clock.
van once superintendent ot tne city
H. P. Bardshar was In the city yes
terday on his way to Prescott am mblic schools.
Arizona points. Mr. Bardshar Is col
The regular , republican county
lector of
revenue for Arlzoni
inos. 118 and 120 South Second street. and New internal
convention, ai which nominations will
Mexico and has an office !
e made for all (he county offices,
Santa Fe.
I. A. Dye, F. D. Campbell and A. P
fill be held in the Elks opera house
n Monday, October 8, at 10 o'clock
Raymond, Albuquerque people, an
attending the Las Vegas fair,
i. tn.
The primaries to elect delc-,atSidney
W.
to
Worthy,
Chicago
this convention will be held
at
a
IN
DEALER
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
m
Friday, October 5. At this
torney Interested with others fron
d
his town and with local partners Ir
onventlon candidates will be
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT Covers more, looi.g best, wears the
the Irrigation enterprise proposed foi
for the county, offices. And
longest, most economical; full measure.
he people will have a voice, as usual
tho Bluewater vicinity, was in Albu-- I
DUILDiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
1
querque yesterday.
all regular republican organlza-lon- s,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
in naming the nominees for
William F. Rledt of" Hartshorn. I
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
T., Is visiting his brother-in-law- ,
D. jounty affairs.
F. Gill.
Mr. Rledt contemplate!
spending tho winter here.
It looks now like Delegate Andrews
The Citizen office has some cornwill go to the- - Lab Vegas territorial
stalks left with the agricultural edi- convention
with practically every
tor for Colonel W. H. H. Metzgar, of county In the territory Instructed to
Pajarlto. The stalks took the prize vote as a unit, for his renomlnation,
at the territorial fair.
regardless of the. fight made against
It has been announced from Wash- his renomlnation . by the Morning
Fourth and Railroad A venae
ington that T. R. Perry, formerly In- Journal and ai.fow other democratic
dian' agent f,or the government at Fort papers. Tho rtlelegates of Bernalillo
Defiance agency, has been made gen. county, electedii.by
tho regular repub
eral supervisor of Indian schools. Tho llcan convention yesterday, will leave
change, which is a reward for valu- this city Friday night,
they will
able services rendered, Is a nice pro- go instructed to vote as and
a unit for tho
motion for Mr. Perry.
renomlnation of Delegate Andrews.
A meeting of the board of county
He's all right.
commissioners of Bernalillo county
has been called for Monday, October
HARDWARE.
During the regular republican con1. by Chairman Alfred Grunsfeld, at
which all persons having bills against vention yesterday the bands played
the county are requested to present "Star Spangled Banner," and during
them In order that they may be uud-- i the playing the delegates and visitors
SADDLES
stood. Governor Stover was so young
ited and paid.
that he stood la. the middle of the
CHINA
Attractive to the eye, soft and fine east side aisle and kept time with
to the touch and endowed with the his cane. Fifteen minutes later he
GLASSWARE
quality of giving delight and lasting was in the lump convention helping
satisfaction to all. Our new styles In to nominate the Perfeeto Armljo facPatent Kid shoes for men, women and tion ticket for county offices. It Is
PLUMBING
children. C. May's shoe store, 314 understood that the governor, at the
' rump cqnvention, desired to put off
West Railroad avenue.
TINN1NGS
the nomination of candidates
tor
county offices until a regular call was
THE MAZE '
High patent flour
his suggestion
$1.25 made for same, but
rancy sugar-cureconsidered by the others and
ham
174c was not
rnmp
8 lbs. of sweet potatoes
candidates, prenared sev2GC the
No. 7 wood burner cook stove. .17.50 eral days beforehand, went through
Alarm clocks
70c like greased lightning.
DIuner palls
30c
3 cups and 3 saucers
26q PUTNEY
AUTOMOBILE
Extra size pure white enamol
GO.
wash pans
...,40e
Feather pillows, each
"...90c
MEETS WITH ACCIDENT
Comforters
91.23 to $4.50
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
Blankets
,
65c' to $12.00
When you are looking for strictly
The Thomas Flyer touring car of
eggs
',
fresh
we can supply you. '
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Putney was haulTHE MAZE
ed into th-- city from the east last
Wm. Kieke, Propr,
night by a
team and placed
THE
APPLE8 WITH NO 8EEDI NO in R. L. DodHon's garage for repairs.
COREI TREES FOR 8ALE. N. W.
air. and Mrs. Putney left the city
ALGER, 124 80UTH WALTER ST. trly in the week for the Pecos, which
ALBUQUERQUE.
'is a run of about sixty miles across a
very treacherous piece of country. At
RAILROAD AVE.
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION. . a point twenty-eigh- t
miles out thev
collided with a stump, which proDiamonds, Wstcbea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware, We Invite
FOR
SALE Household furniture, truded about a foot from the middlu
cooking stove, table, baby crib, etc of the road. Mrs. Putney was steertour trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL,
At 316 South Fourth.
ing at the time and the machine was
bowling alon at about twenty miles
in hour, when It came to a dead stop
at 4 fr -- fr 4
4 "I 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
with a terrible crash. So violent was
the collision that the occupants of the
ca were thrown from their seats, but
fortunately all escaped uninjured. Tho
fly wheel, which protrudes below any
other part of the machinery,
had
brought up against the stump, and
'
ruTfmHjWim
mi
n
i
TnHisTQiiwir- - in inm
the jar had l,oen with such force that
the main shaft was sprung. Mr. Putney saw at a glance what damage hud
Stein-Bloc- h
been done and knew the only thin?
to do was to haul the machine ba"k
to the city
tho xhaft straightened by a mechanic. The machine
would run even wkb the shaft sprung
but the vibration caused by it In that
condition, would soon ruin the rest of
the machinery. Mr. and Mrs. Putney
urove back to the city Tuesday. They
will start for the Pecos again as soon
as the repairs on the car are completed, which will probably he the
early part of next week. R. L. Dodson
accompanied them and brought the
machine jack to the city.

Standing Room Only!

...

Form
0mlr

Fit-tingCo-

ats

are all the

Lcarnartl & Lindemann
In

Pianos and Music

rage...

10,-00-

j

'
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Tnis Illustration shows
the shape of tho new
Rack Coats, which aro
are. now tho proper
thing In hl type of
garment. While they
conform with, the linos
ot tho figure, they aro
yet made with ample
fullness; trousers arc
cut with a good width at the hips and knees, and tho coats aro of
good length. The Bklrt Is flared at the side scams and tho back is
cut In at
waist.
The
styles are tailored nldo or center vents.
Wc have several styles of this character In a great many very
handsome fabrics and with quite a difference lu regard to the lapels,
lengths, and other minor points.
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THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAMBHOOK BROB., Prop:

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
8ADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at epeclal rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St.
Doan'a Reg- lets ct.re constipation
without griping, nausea, nor any weak
ening effect. Ask your, druggist for
them, is cents per box..
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The etyle shown above is one of our famous H. 8.
Prices range from $15.00 to $30.00 for a suit.
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suits.

The Sincerity Store
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SALE BE8T PAYING RES-TAURANT AND LUNCH COUNTER
OPPOSITE DEPOT. GOOD REASONS FOR SELLING. 305 SOU1 H
FIRST 8TREET.
FOR

Ask1

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
take no other.

BREAD and
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BALDRIDGE

It 5 NORTH FIRST STREET

AUTOMATIC PHONE S40
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COLORADO PHONE 74

Hotel Tableware, Restaurant Supplies
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nora-nate-
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ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

Kitchen Utensils, Ranges and Enamel Ware
Laundry Supplies, Wringers, Tubs, Washing Machines,
Wash Boards, Wash Boilers, Buckets, etc.

CO.

Butcher Knives -- Saws - Cleavers - Steels
SHELF HARDWARE

SADDLERY

Agents Diamond! Edge Tools and Cutlery

HARNESS

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE
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four-hors-
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Sacks fresh from the Rochester shops, in
three styles, conservative, medium and extreme. Your
size is your fit. Come? Men's Suits $10.00 to $30.00
Our Boy's Knee Pant Suits

$2.50 to $7.50
,
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Bouth rirtt Btr0t
401. 409, North rirtt
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Albuquerque, New Mexico

44444x

tlroir (Immediate Service
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Iron, Steel, Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work,
Stoves, Tin and Granite Iron Ware, Pipe,
Pumps, Valves and Fittings, Mine and Mill
Supplies, dt, Mail us your orders. dt
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Palace

Hardware
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Diamond

WMtney Company

Our
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122
E. LvWASHBURN CO. E Beoond

SOLOMON

LUNA, Vice

T. C. NEAD, TreiMirer sod Manager

President

Mcintosh Hardware Company

mid-hav- e

Men's Suits

$7.00 to $15.00

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, Preildesl

NOTICE.
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JOBBERS OF

tmvumm,

Hardware, Stoves ami Tinware

ON ACCOUNT OF HOLIDAY, OUR
STORE WILL BE CLOSED SATURDAY
UNTIL
O'CLOCK.
PLACE
YOUR ORDERS FRIDAY.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
"Goo Things to Eat."
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAf!

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'8 DRUG 8T0RE.

Albuquerque,
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New Mexico

